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ПРЕДИСЛОВИЕ 

 

Данное пособие, издание 2-е исправленное, предназначено для 

использования в учебном процессе студентами-маркетологами на 

втором этапе обучения английскому языку в университете.  

Цель пособия – развитие практических навыков чтения и перево-

да специальной литературы, устной речи и правильного восприятия 

информации в процессе делового общения. 

Структурно пособие cocтоит из девяти блоков, каждый из кото-

рых включает 2-3 обработанных текста, взятых из американских и ан-

глийских источников, англо-русский словарь по определённой тема-

тике, а также специально разработанные задания и упражнения, поз-

воляющие закрепить лексику блока и отработать навыки перевода. 

Помимо этого, в блоки включены грамматические упражнения, обес-

печивающие восприятие грамматических систем английского языка, а 

также творческие упражнения, развивающие речевые умения и навы-

ки, необходимые для общения в реальных жизненных ситуациях. 

В пособии представлена следующая тематика: общие понятия 

маркетинга, стратегия маркетинга, исследование рынка, виды постав-

ляемых на рынок продуктов, ценообразование, средства продвижения 

товаров на рынке. 

В процессе работы над пособием формируются лингвострановед-

ческие знания, способствующие расширению контактов с носителями 

иностранного языка, а значит, и усвоению новой культуры. 

Автор благодарит Т.И. Зеленину, доктора филологических наук, 

профессора кафедры романской филологии, второго иностранного 

языка и лингводидактики ФГБОУ ВПО «Удмуртский государствен-

ный университет», А.И. Лызлова, кандидата филологических наук 

доцента кафедры иностранных языков Смоленского государственного 

университета, за ценные замечания, высказанные ими в процессе ра-

боты над рукописью. 
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Unit I 

WHAT IS MARKETING? 

Preview 

1. Work in groups and discuss these questions. 

a. Can you give the definition of marketing? Compare your definition 

with the one given in the text below. 

b. What activities are marketing departments involved into, in your opinion? 

 

 Vocabulary focus 

2. Translate the groups of words of the same root. 

To develop – development – developed 

To define – definition – defined 

To promote – promotion – promoter 

To improve – improvement – improved 

To satisfy – satisfaction – satisfied – unsatisfied 

To identify – identification – identified 

To implement – implementation 

To consider – consideration – considered 

To cover – coverage 

To advertise – advertisement – advertiser 

To modify – modification 

To exist – existence 

To compete – competition – competitor – competitive 

 

  Reading 1 

3. Read the text and answer these questions. 

What aspects does the marketing include? 

What is the sign of a fully successful market? 

What do we mean when we say about marketing opportunities? 

What is the company’s next step after identifying a target market? 

What aspects are considered in marketing a product? 

What does price include? 

What does promotion group? 

How can long-term demand be created? 

Why do companies try to influence or change consumers’ needs? 
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WHAT IS MARKETING? 

A market can be defined as all the potential customers sharing a 

particular need or want. 

Marketing is the process of developing, pricing, distributing and 

promoting the goods or services that satisfy such needs. Marketing there-

fore combines market research, new product development, distribution, 

advertising, promotion, product improvement, and so on. According to 

this definition, marketing begins and ends with the customer. Truly suc-

cessful marketing understands the customer so well that the product or ser-

vice satisfies a need so perfectly that the customer is desperate to buy it. 

The product almost sells itself. Of course this will only happen if the prod-

uct or service is better than those of competitors. 

Companies are always looking for marketing opportunities – possi-

bilities of filling unsatisfied needs in areas in which they are likely to en-

joy a differential advantage, due to their particular competencies. Mar-

keting opportunities are generally isolated by market segmentation – divid-

ing a market into submarkets or segments according to customers' require-

ments or buying habits. Once a target market has been identified, a com-

pany has to decide what goods or services to offer, always remembering 

the existence of competitors. 

Marketers do not only identify consumer needs; they can anticipate 

them by developing new products. They will then have to design market-

ing strategies and plan marketing pro-

grammes, and then organize, implement, 

and control the marketing effort. Once the 

basic offer, for example a product concept, 

has been established, the company has to 

think about the marketing mix – the set 

of all the various elements of a marketing 

programme, their integration, and the 

amount of effort that a company can ex-

pend on them in order to influence the 

target market. The best-known classification of these elements is the       

4 P's:  Product, Price, Promotion and Place. 
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Aspects to be considered in marketing a product include its quality, 

its features, style, brand name, size, packaging, services and guarantee, 

while price includes consideration of things like the basic list price, dis-

counts, the length of the payment period, and possible credit terms. Place 

in a marketing mix includes such factors as distribution channels, coverage 

of the market, locations of points of sale, inventory size, and so on. Pro-

motion groups together advertising, publicity, sales promotion, and per-

sonal selling. 

The next stage is to create long-term demand, perhaps by modifying 

particular features of the product to satisfy changes in consumer needs or 

market conditions. 

Marketing can also involve the attempt to influence or change con-

sumers' needs and wants. Companies try to do this in order to sell their 

products; governments and health authorities sometimes try to change peo-

ple's habits for their own good or for the general good. In other words, 

marketing also involves regulating the level, timing and character of de-

mand. 

4. Now translate the highlighted expressions in the text into your own 

language. 

5. Marketing can be seen as a cycle of five activities. The complete cycle is 

seen in figure. Describe these activities in the proper sequence on the basis of 

the figure.  

 

Infoming 

the 

Custo mer 

Sett ing  

the 

Price  

Defining 

the  

Need 

Custo mer 

Serv ice  

Del iver ing 

the Product  
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6. Match the words in A and B which have the same meaning. 

 A  opportunity B rival 

to satisfy needs                               benefit    

submarket      try 

to implement    to spend 

to define                                        specific 

various    to influence 

feature        stock 

inventory        characteristic 

to affect                                          different 

particular to identify 

to expend                                        possibility  

attempt   to fill needs 

advantage   to carry out 

competitor    segment 

7. Match up the terms on the left with the definitions on the right. 

1. Market re-

search 

A. The mix of product, distribution system, promo-

tion, and price that a firm uses to serve customers 

in a target market. 

2. Target mar-

ket 

B. Any unpaid public mention of a company or its 

product. 

3. Marketing C. Short-term incentives to encourage purchase or 

sales of a product or service. 

4. Publicity   D. All individual and organizational activities di-

rected to identifying and satisfying customer needs 

and wants. 

5. Sales promo-

tion   

E. A systematic, objective way of getting information 

needed to solve specific marketing problems. 

6. Marketing  

    strategy 

F. The amount of a product that customers are willing 

and able to buy at a given price. 

7. Price    G. A stock of finished goods on hand and ready for 

shipment. 

8. Product H. A group of customers with similar needs. 

9. Inventory I. The amount of money a customer must pay for a 

product. 

10. Demand   J. Anything that can be supplied to a market in order 

to satisfy customer needs. 
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  Reading 2 

 

MARKETING AND SALES 

Most contemporary marketing theorists distinguish between the now 

out-of-date 'selling concept' and the modern 'marketing concept'.  

The former – the selling concept – assumes that resisting consumers 

have to be persuaded by vigorous hard-selling techniques to buy non-

essential goods or services. In other words, products are sold rather than 

bought. The marketing concept, on the contrary, assumes that the produc-

er's task is to find wants and fill them. In other words, you don't sell what 

you make; you make what will be bought, so that selling becomes almost 

superfluous.  

Of course, this is a little Utopian: the existence of competitors offer-

ing comparable products will always make some selling necessary. Fur-

thermore, sales departments generally resist the dominance of marketing, 

as they have different objectives. They are generally interested in the short-

term and in achieving current sales targets rather than planning the right 

products and marketing strategy to meet consumers' long-term needs.   

Yet although marketing tends to dominate in consumer goods com-

panies, there are still industries in which the production and sales depart-

ments tend to be as important. In capital intensive industries such as steel 

or chemicals, for example, it is desirable to keep equipment operating as 

much as possible. Consequently, senior management tends to set sales 

goals on the basis of the economic and competitive situation, as well as the 

need to keep plants running at or near capacity, and then tries to find 

ways to sell the output in the short term.  

 

8. Complete the following collocations from the text. 

1. hard-selling . . . . . . . .  . . .  

2.  .......... … . . . . . .  contrary 

3. ………….…….words 

4. ................... .…..sales targets 

5. …………….….intensive ……… 

6. . . . . .  .......... ….. sales goals 
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9.  According to the text in reading 2, which of these diagrams best illustrates 

a company that has adopted the marketing concept? Give your reasons. 

 

 

 

 

  Reading  3 

 

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 

Having made a product the problem becomes to find someone who 

will buy it. It is the responsibility of the marketing department to promote 

and organize the sale of products to the purchaser. Broadly speaking, ac-

tivities such as sales promotion, advertising and market research are in-

volved. It would be possible for the factory simply to produce a motor car 

and then hope that it sells. However, it takes a long time to set up the pro-

duction line for a car assembly plant and even minor modifications can 

prove difficult and expensive. It is much better to discover what people 

are looking for when they buy a car and then try to satisfy their needs. Do 

car drivers want speed – or safety? Are they looking for the power to ac-

celerate – or comfort? Is their aim to impress their neighbours or other road 

users, or are they just concerned with getting from A to B and back? How 

important is the price and the cost of petrol and maintenance? Which de-

signs and colours are preferred? It is questions like these the marketing de-

partment will have to answer even before production commences. 
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It becomes obvious that making and selling are two facets of the 

same undertaking. The marketing manager and the production manager 

are two members of the same team, depending on each other in much the 

same way as the players in the Liverpool football team. What good does it 

do if our strikers are scoring goals but our goalkeeper keeps having to pick 

the ball out of the back of the net? This situation could be compared to the 

marketing team who make great efforts to find customers for their cars, on-

ly to find the cars cannot be delivered on time, or that the cars develop 

faults as soon as they arrive. 

The problem facing any business is that the market for goods – and ser-

vices – is ever changing. Take the case of a company manufacturing cigarettes. 

Not so long ago the market for cigarettes was assured. Then the medical re-

searchers discovered the link between cigarette smoking and lung cancer and 

many other diseases. Prospects for further growth evaporated as many people 

decided both to save money and live longer to spend it. The government joined 

in by restricting advertising and sponsoring their own anti-smoking campaign. 

The government is also understandably involved in campaigns to discourage 

drinking and driving, much to the chagrin of the breweries whose sales of 

wines and spirits are thereby reduced. 

New technologies have an even more devastating effect on the mar-

kets. Once upon a time there was a very successful company which made 

gas mantles. The whole country was lit by gas. Then came electric light. 

The sales of gas mantles plummeted.  Today we look to oil for our energy. 

Our oil companies prosper, but for how long? The day before yesterday we 

used typewriters. Today we use word processors. And tomorrow? 

The rapidly changing world is both a headache and an exciting chal-

lenge to those engaged in marketing. If they predict correctly their business 

will survive and prosper. If they misread the signs the business will fail 

and, perhaps more importantly for all of us, valuable economic resources 

will be wasted. 
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10. Having read the above passage, answer these questions in your own 

words. 

1. What is the purpose of the marketing department? 

2. Why do the marketing and production departments need to co-operate? 

3. What needs to be done before a production line is set up? 

4. What do businesspeople and footballers have in common? 

5. In what ways does the marketing team depend on the production team? 

6. Why is the design of a product so important? 

7. Why is the rapidly changing world a challenge to the marketing team? 

8. What does a business need to do to survive and prosper? 

9. In what way can a government help or hinder a business? 

10. How do we all benefit (or suffer) from the activities of business firms? 

 

  Language focus 

11. Choose the right form of the verb. 

1. Currently our company … a range of new products. 

a) develops   b) is developing   c) has been developing 

2. Our company … a new model of heater when our competitors 

launched a similar product. 

a) had been developing   b) developed   c) was developing 

3. Every year our company … some new products. 

a) develops   b) will have been developing   c) is developing 

4. Last year the company … a new brand of heater. 

a) will develop   b) developed   c) will be developing 

5. In a couple of months the company … a required product for this 

segment. 

a) will develop   b) had developed   c) will have developed 

6. While the research department … a new product the advertising de-

partment will be looking for a new brand name. 

a) will have developed   b) was developing   c) will be developing 

7. The company … a new product by the time the sales of the old 

product fall. 

a) had developed   b) will have developed   c) was developing 
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8. This year the company … the required product for its market seg-

ment. 

a) has developed   b) developed   c) develops 

9. The company … a new product by the time the demand for the old 

product fell. 

a) has developed   b) developed   c) had developed 

10. The company … a new brand product since the demand for the old 

one fell. 

a) develops   b) has been developing   c) had been developing 

11. The company … a new product for two months when the Board de-

cided to reject it. 

a)  had been developing   b) developed   c) was developing 

12. The company … a new product for two or three months by the time 

when the advertising campaign for this product begins. 

a) is developing   b) will be developing   c) will have been developing 

 

12. Complete the following sentences with the proper forms of the verbs. 

1. We (to conclude) a lot of transactions at those prices lately. 

2. They found that model which England (to produce) for the last few 

years, was among the best on the world market. 

3. Where is the Sales Manager? ‒ He (to have) lunch now. 

4. The supplier (to deliver) another lot of goods before we sent him the 

claim. 

5. Our manager (to advise) you before you leave for the meeting. 

6. Sales will drop if we (to increase) prices. 

7. Mr. Brown (to operate) on the Stock Exchange for a number of 

years. 

8. This week Mr. Green (to work) in our London office. 

9. We (to examine) general conditions of sale when President came in. 

10. They (to discuss) the price problem for a few days before they agreed 

to sign the contract. 

11.  Every year our company (to put) a new brand of washing machine 

on the market. 

12. You (to settle) the question about commission? – Not yet. We (to 

discuss) still this point.   
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13. Make these sentences passive. Only use “by” if it is important to say who 

performed the action. 

1. They are creating new designs of products all the time. 

2. We have reduced product launch time dramatically. 

3. The CEO (chief executive officer) evaluated marketers’ ideas regularly. 

4. I think we should discontinue this range of products. 

5. The corporation’s sales and service organizations cover the country. 

6. They have enlarged the marketing department since my last visit. 

7. According to a recent report the company is increasing its market share. 

8. They had not checked the invoice properly before they delivered the 

product to the stores. 

9. The suppliers will make further modifications to this service for other 

customers. 

10. Companies are always looking for marketing opportunities. 

 

14. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct form. 

1. Some changes already … (to make) in the marketing plan. 

2. At the present time the prototype … (to check) by the design team. 

3. You … (to meet) at the airport by the company driver tomorrow. 

4. This product … (to market) more imaginatively this season. 

5. The price lists … (to print) now and will be available in few days. 

6. He … (to promote) to the post of Marketing Director. 

7. After a target market … (to identify) the company decided what goods to 

offer. 

8. The basic offer … (to establish) before the company decides on market-

ing mix. 

9. While the marketing plan … (to design) other departments were waiting 

for it to be ready to start working on their own planning. 

10. When a commercial on TV … (to show) the telephone rang. 
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   Follow-up 

15. List some examples of situations in which people buy things that they 

don’t really want or that they are not really good for them. Why do you 

think they do so? 

 

16. Work in pairs. You have bought some goods that you really did not want 

or you thought were not good for you. Discuss: 

Why did you buy them? 

Who (what) is to blame for this purchase? 

How to avoid such purchases in future? 

 

  Essential words and phrases 

Advantage     преимущество, выгода 

Amount   количество, величина, сумма 

To anticipate   предвидеть 

To assume                                    предполагать 

To assure                                      уверять, гарантировать 

Attempt   попытка 

Capacity      мощность 

Competency   компетенция, умение, способность 

Consequently   следовательно, поэтому 

To be concerned with                  интересоваться, быть озабоченным 

Consideration   рассмотрение, обсуждение, соображение 

Coverage     охват 

Credit term                                  срок кредита 

To define                                     определять, устанавливать 

Demand   спрос 

To design                                    создавать, разрабатывать 

To be desperate to do 

smth 

  быть готовым на все, чтобы сделать 

что-то 

Devastating   разрушительный, разорительный 
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To discover                                  обнаруживать, открывать 

To distinguish                              различать  

Due to                                         благодаря, вследствие 

Effort   достигнутое, созданное, усилие 

Existence   существование 

To expend                                   тратить, расходовать 

Expensive   дорогостоящий 

To fill needs                                 удовлетворять потребности 

Hard-selling technique                 технология настойчивого рекламирова-

ния, навязывание товара 

To identify                                   определять, устанавливать 

To improve                                  улучшать, совершенствовать 

To implement                               осуществлять 

Inventory   запасы, резервы 

To involve                                   вовлекать 

Long-tern demand                        долгосрочный спрос    

Market research                            маркетинговое исследование   

Marketing mix   комплекс маркетинга, маркетинговые 

составляющие 

To meet needs                               удовлетворять потребность 

Opportunity   возможность 

Out-of-date                                    устаревший 

Output   продукция 

Particular     особый, конкретный 

To persuade                                    убеждать    

Point of sale                                 место продажи 

Pricing   назначение цены, ценообразование 

Product development                   создание, разработка товара 

To promote                                 стимулирование сбыта 

Publicity   рекламная пропаганда 

To purchase                                 покупать 
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Responsibility   ответственность 

To run                                          работать 

Sales promotion                         рекламная кампания по стимулирова-

нию сбыта 

To satisfy                                    удовлетворять 

To set                                          устанавливать, создавать   

To share                                      разделять вкусы, потребности 

Share     доля 

Superfluous   излишний 

Target market     целевой рынок 

To tend                                        стремиться 

Timing   распределение во времени (по срокам) 

Undertaking   предприятие, дело 

Vigorous   энергичный, сильный, мощный 

 

 

 

Unit II 

MARKETING STRATEGY 

Preview 

1. Work in groups and discuss these questions. 

a. What do you mean by the term strategy in general and marketing 

strategy in particular? Compare you definition to that from the text. 

b. Is marketing strategy designed before market research or afterwards? 

 

  Reading 1 

 

MARKETING STRATEGY AND MARKETING MIX 

With the help of a marketing information system, market research 

and an understanding of a buyer behavior, a firm plans its marketing strat-

egy. In a truly marketing-oriented firm, the marketing strategy is a central 

part of strategic plan, and all top managers, not just the marketing manager 

should be involved in setting it up. Planning a marketing strategy means 

choosing a target market and a marketing mix to serve that market. 
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A marketing-oriented company starts by choosing a target market. 

For this purpose the market is divided into submarkets, which made up of 

groups of customers who are alike in some key way. This process is 

known as market segmentation. 

Market segmentation can help a firm in 

several ways. First, it allows firms to tailor 

their products and promotional efforts to cus-

tomer needs. Second, it helps the firm find 

specific groups of customers whose needs are 

not being served well by competitors. Finally, 

it makes it possible to use resources more ef-

fectively; money can be saved, for example, 

by placing ads only in magazines that are like-

ly to be read by people in the target market. 

After market segments have been identified, the next step is to decide 

which segment or segments to serve and how. Three approaches can be 

used. A firm that takes a concentrated marketing approach chooses a single 

market segment as its target and tries to offer the ideal marketing mix for 

that segment. A firm that takes a differentiated marketing approach pro-

duces a range of related products or brands, each one tailored to the needs 

of a specific market segment. Finally, some companies pursue an undif-

ferentiated marketing approach, offering a single product to all consumers. 

Anyone of the three approaches can be successful, as long as it is suited to 

the market and to the abilities of the producer. 

Once the target market has been chosen, the next step is to develop a 

marketing mix that is suited to the market. A marketing mix is the mix of 

product, distribution system, promotion, and pricing that the firm uses to 

serve the customers in the target market. 

As an element of the marketing mix, product refers to matching the 

nature of the product to the target market. Designing new products is part 

of that process. So is improving old products in response to feedback of 

users. 

Distribution is concerned with getting goods and services to the cus-

tomer. Problems of transportation and warehousing come under the head-

ing of distribution. So do decisions on how to use intermediaries, such as 

wholesalers and retailers. 
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Promotion means telling and selling. Advertising is the most obvi-

ous way to tell consumers about the product. News stories, reviews in con-

sumer-oriented magazines, and plain old word of mouth are also im-

portant. After telling is done, selling is still needed to convince potential 

customer that your product is the one that will best serve their needs. Final-

ly, follow-up service is a major promotional tool. 

Finding the right price for the product is crucial to a firm’s success. 

To stay in business and meet consumer needs in the long run, a firm must 

set a price that is high enough to allow it to make a profit but not so high 

that it drives customers away. 

 

2. If necessary read the text again. Then comment on the following: 

a) why all top managers are involved in setting marketing strategy up; 

b) ways in which market segmentation can help a firm; 

c) three approaches in deciding which segment or segments to serve; 

d) developing a marketing mix suited to the market. 

3. Summarize the process of planning a marketing strategy on the basis 

of the figure. 

  
 

Marketing  

Information  

System 

Select a Marketing Mix to 

Suit the Target Market 

 Product 

 Distribution 

 Promotion 

 Price 

 

Monitor 

Results 

Modify the 

Choice of  

Target Market 

Select a Target Market 

 Concentrated 

 Diversified 

 Undiversified 

 

Modify the  

Marketing Mix 
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  Speaking 

4. Work in groups. Devise a marketing strategy for your product cover-

ing these points: 

 What product or a range of related products you are going to pro-

duce. 

 Who will be your potential customers (What segment or segments 

you will serve). 

 What marketing approach you will use. 

 What are the main ‘features and benefits’ of your product. 

 How you will get your product to the customers. 

 How you will inform customers about your product. 

 What criteria for setting the price for your product you will use.   

 

  Reading 2 

5. Read the text, and then decide whether the statements following it true 

or false. 

 

MARKET STRUCTURE 

A company's marketing strategies – sets of principles designed to 

achieve long-term objectives – obviously depend on its size and position 

in the market. Other determining factors are the extent of the company's 

resources, the strategies of its competitors, the behaviour of the consum-

ers in the target market, the stage in the product life-cycle of the products 

it markets, and the overall macro-economic environment. 

The aim of a market leader is obviously to remain the leader. The 

best way to achieve this is to increase market share even further. If this is 

not possible, the leader will at least attempt to protect its current market 

share. A good idea is to try to find ways to increase the total market. This 

will benefit everyone in the field, but the market leader more than its 

competitors. A market can be increased by finding new users for a prod-

uct, by stimulating more usage of a product, or by exploiting new uses, 

which can sometimes be uncovered by carrying out market research with 

existing customers. 

To protect a market share, a company can innovate in products, cus-

tomer services, distribution channels, cost reductions, and so on; it can 

stretch its product lines to leave less room for competitors; and it can 

confront competitors directly in expensive sales promotion campaigns. 
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Market challengers can either attempt to attack the leader, or to in-

crease their market share by attacking various market followers. If they 

choose to attack the leader, market challengers can use most of the strate-

gies also available to market leaders: product innovation, price reductions, 

cheaper or higher quality versions, improved services, distribution channel 

innovations, manufacturing cost reduction, intensive advertising, and so on. 

Market followers are in a difficult position. They are usually the fa-

vourite target of market challengers. They can reduce prices, improve 

products or services, and so on, but the market leader and challenger will 

usually be able to retaliate successfully. A market follower that takes on a 

larger company in a price war is certain to lose, given its lesser resources. 

In many markets, market followers fall in the middle of a V-shaped 

curve relating market share and profitability. Small companies focusing on 

specialized narrow segments can make big profits. So can the market lead-

er, with a high market share and economies of scale. In between come the 

less profitable market followers, which are too big to focus on niches, but 

too small to benefit from economies of scale. 

One possibility for followers is to imitate the leaders' products. The 

innovator has borne the cost of developing the new product, distributing it, 

and making the market aware of its existence. The follower can copy this 

product completely, depending on patents and so on, or improve, adapt or 

differentiate it. Whatever happens, followers have to keep their manufac-

turing costs low and the quality of their products and services high. 

Small companies that do not establish their own niche – a segment of 

a segment – are in a vulnerable position. If their product does not have a 

"unique selling proposition," there is no reason for anyone to buy it. Con-

sequently, a good strategy is to concentrate on a niche that is large enough 

to be profitable and that is likely to grow, that doesn't seem to interest the 

leader, and which the firm can serve effectively. The niche could be a spe-

cialized product, a particular group of end-users, a geographical region, the 

top end of a market, and so on. Of course unless a niche builds up im-

mense customer goodwill, it is vulnerable to an attack by the market leader 

or another larger company. Consequently, developing a position in two or 

more niches – is a much safer strategy. 
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1. If a market leader succeeds in increasing the size of 

the total market, its competitors benefit.                   

TRUE/FALSE 

2. The size of a market can be increased without attract-

ing any new consumers.                            

TRUE/FALSE 

3. Market challengers generally attack the leader and 

market follower.  

TRUE/FALSE 

4. Market challengers cannot use the same strategies as 

leaders.   

TRUE/FALSE 

5. Market leaders generally win price wars.     TRUE/FALSE 

6. Market challengers can attack leaders by way of any of 

the four P's of the marketing mix.                   

TRUE/FALSE 

7. Market followers generally achieve cost reductions     

through economies of scale.  

TRUE/FALSE 

8. The most profitable companies are logically those 

with medium or high market share. 

TRUE/FALSE 

9. For a market niche, product imitation can be as prof-

itable as product innovation.                           

TRUE/FALSE 

10. A market niche is never safe from an attack by a larg-

er company.                        

TRUE/FALSE 

 

 Vocabulary focus 

6. Eight of the following nouns, all found in the text above, also exist un-

changed as verbs. Which are they? What are the related verbs from 

the other ten nouns? 

aim design leader 

benefit distribution market 

challenger extent product 

clone follower reduction 

competitor increase share 

consumer innovation target 

  

7. Complete the following collocations from the text: 

1.  ..........  cycle (para 1) 4. ..............  line (para 3) 

2. determining .......  (para 1) 5. sales ............ (para 3) 

3. distribution .......  (para 4) 6.  ............. scale (para 6) 
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8. Now translate the highlighted expressions in the text into your own 

language. 

 

9. Choose the correct alternative to complete each sentence: 

1. In many markets there is a firm with a much larger market share than 

its competitors, called… 

   a. market leader b. monopolist c. multinational 

2. A company that is number two in an industry, but which would like to 

become number one – think of Pepsi vs. Coke, Reebok vs. Nike, Avis 

vs. Hertz – is known as a … 

   a. market challenger b. market competitor c. market follower 

3. A smaller company in an industry, more or less content with its exist-

ing market share, is called …  

   a. market challenger b. market follower c. market sharer 

4. Small, specialized companies, which target segments within segments, 

are called … . 

   a. market failures  b. market followers  с. market nichers 

5. A market in which one single producer can fix an artificially high 

price is called a/an … . 

    a. homogeneous market     b.  monopoly       c. undifferentiated market 

6. A market dominated by a few large suppliers, and which it is hard for 

new companies to break into, is called a/an … . 

    a. conglomerate b. market concentration  c. oligopoly 

7. A group of companies which chose to collaborate by sharing out mar-

kets,   coordinating their prices, and so on, form a … . 

   a. cartel                         b.  conspiracy                        c. joint venture 

8. A situation in which the market leader can determine the price that its 

competitors can charge is called a … . 

   a. dominant-firm oligopoly     b. market failure        c. monopoly 

9. A market in which it is normal to have only one supplier – e.g. utili-

ties such as water and sewage, gas, electricity – is called … . 

   a. conglomerate               b.  natural monopoly       c. pure monopoly 
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 Language focus 

10. Translate the following sentences and explain the meaning         

of modals. 

1. Some information could be assembled without us moving from our tables. 

2. I suspect sales might have been falling at our subsidiary. 

3. We will have to select the right market or markets to enter. 

4. It could have been a coincidence but it was unlikely. 

5. I don’t doubt you must have received an accurate picture of that market. 

6. If the components had been delivered earlier, we might have been 

able to start work on time. 

7. Without any doubt credit terms must have been changed. 

8. You needn’t have stopped producing the old range. 

9. The marketing department ought to have done a more accurate mar-

ket research. 

10. Our competitors might have started exporting abroad. 

11. According to the contract the company was to deliver much more 

goods for the customer. 

12. According to marketing concept customers don’t have to be persuad-

ed by hard-selling technique to buy non-essential goods. 

13. You needn’t have phoned them, the goods have already been delivered. 

 

11. Choose the right modal. There may be two options. 

1. (May/should/need) I look at the price list? 

2. You (can/needn’t/may) remind me about my responsibilities, I know 

them well. 

3. If we reduce the price, more people (should/must/ will be able) to 

buy this product. 

4. You (should have/ must have/ought to have) invested in sales promo-

tion to increase your market share. 

5. The marketing concept assumes that consumers’ needs 

(might/needn’t/ have to) be taken into account. 

6. If we want to make a big impact, we (had to/have got to/will have to) 

consider a TV campaign. 

7. Our goods are poorly sold. Marketers (ought to have/must 

have/might have) anticipated consumer needs. 

8. You (can/must/might) be an experienced marketer for designing a 

successful marketing strategy. 
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9. Once sales goals have been set, we (are not able/will have/ought) to 

change them. 

10. Why (might/can/should) we all learn one language? – Well, then we 

(could/must/should) communicate better. 

11. They (must have/could have/needn’t have) bought the same goods 

somewhere else more cheaply.  

 

 Listening 

12. Listen to the tape on which John, Peter and Mike, the directors of the 

company manufacturing bathroom tiles, are discussing the future of 

the company. Each of them has slightly different views on the best 

way to survive in the market place. 

 

In the table below: 

٧  = must follow plan - =  needn’t follow plan + =  mustn’t follow plan 

 

Now listen to their discussion and as you listen put the initial of the 

speaker in the appropriate column in the table below. The order of 

the speakers is John (J), then Peter (P), and then Mike (M). 

POINTS OF VIEWS ٧ - + 

concentrate only on the home market    

concentrate only on the foreign market    

concentrate on both the home and for-

eign markets 

   

borrow money from the bank    

grow very quickly    

increase product range    

 

J.: I think that what we must do now is concentrate our efforts on both the 

home and the foreign markets, and for that we’ve got to get extra capital 

from the bank. As a small company we are in a vulnerable position and 

I think we all realize that we mustn’t only concentrate on the home 

market. However, we needn’t increase our product range yet – that can 

wait. Another thing – we needn’t grow very quickly – rather at a steady 

pace. I’d say – over the next few years, if we are going to survive. 
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P.:  I’m a little worried about getting extra capital from the bank. I really 

don’t think we need to borrow money at the moment. Our products 

have been very successful in this country and I think we are doing 

very well. We don’t need to rush into the foreign market-place yet. I 

think we’ve got to concentrate just on the home market and stabilize 

our position here. And for that we’ve got to grow – but not very quick-

ly or we’ll explode. 

M.: I think I rather agree with you, John. We’ve got to be dynamic in our 

approach, and I think we must develop both the local and the foreign 

markets. But here I disagree with both of you. I think that if we are go-

ing to survive we’ve got to grow very quickly. By that I mean that we 

need to develop new products, and this of course means we’ve got to 

borrow capital from the bank. 

 

 Speaking 

13. Company A and company B have different strategic plans for next 

year. Use the table below and meanings of symbols in the previ-

ous exercise to make sentences, firstly about company A, and 

secondly about company B.  

e.g. We must (mustn’t, needn’t) increase production. Now you con-

tinue with Company A and Company B. 

PLAN COMPANY A COMPANY B 

Increase production  ‒ 

Take on more staff + 
 

Production Dept. 

Develop new products ‒ 
 

Research Dept. 

Invest in new machinery 
 

yraidis us ncnerF 
‒ 

Increase prices to retailers  + 

Spend more on advertising ‒ 
+ 

Promotion Dept. 
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  Discussion 

14. Think of some durable consumer goods that your family possesses – 

perhaps a car, a television, a stereo, a camera, a personal com-

puter, a fridge, a cooker, a hairdryer, and so on. Think of your 

casual clothes, especially jeans and sports shoes. Think of the 

brands of food and drink you habitually consume, including 

breakfast cereals, chocolate, tea and instant coffee. 

In each case, do you know whether the company that makes them 

is one of the following? 

 the market leader (with the biggest market share) 

 the market challenger (the second -biggest company in the industry) 

 one of many smaller market followers 

 

If you buy or have bought products that are not produced by the 

market leader or a well-known market challenger, what is the 

reason? 

 chance 

 price 

 because the product has a ‘unique selling proposition’ that appeals 

to you 

 because you need something special, and are part of a particular 

niche or market segment 

 

Give examples. 

 Essential words and expressions 

Ability     способность, возможность 

To achieve                               добиваться, достигать 

Advertising (ad)                       рекламирование 

Alike     подобный, похожий 

Approach     подход, приближение 

To bear (bore, borne) costs        нести издержки 

Behavior     поведение 

(To) benefit   выгода, прибыль; извлекать вы-

году, прибыль                            
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To choose (chose, chosen)        выбирать 

A competitor                            конкурент     

To convince                              убеждать 

Cost reduction                           понижение стоимости 

Crucial   решающий, критический 

Current     существующий, теперешний, со-

временный, текущий, нынешний 

To determine                              определять, устанавливать 

To differentiate                           дифференцировать 

To distribute                                распределять, распространять 

To drive away                              отгонять, отталкивать (покупа-

телей) 

Economies of scale                      

 

экономия, обусловленная ростом 

масштаба производства; эффект 

масштаба 

Environment     окружающая среда, условия, об-

становка    

To exploit   изучать, разрабатывать, исполь-

зовать 

To extend                                      расширять, удлинять 

Extent     размер, степень, мера 

Feedback   отклик, обратная связь 

Follow-up   вторичный, последующий 

Goodwill     престиж фирмы; расположение;  

ценность фирмы, определяюща-

яся её клиентурой, репутацией 

An intermediary                              посредник 

A life cycle                                      жизненный цикл продукта 

To make up                                      составлять 

A market challenger                         претендент (компания, имеющая 

вторую по величине долю рынка 

и претендующая на лидирующее 

положение) 
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A market follower                             подражатель (мелкая компания, 

имеющая свою небольшую, вы-

годную нишу на рынке и, чаще 

всего, имитирующая продукцию 

ведущих компаний) 

A market leader                                 ведущая компания (имеющая 

самую  большую долю рынка) 

A market niche                                   ниша, небольшой сегмент рынка 

для сбыта определённого товара 

To match to                                         согласовывать, подбирать под 

News stories                                       сообщение в печати, газетный 

материал 

An objective                                       цель 

Obviously   ясно, очевидно 

Overall   полный, всеобъемлющий 

A product line                                      товарная серия, ассортимент то-

варов одной фирмы 

(To) profit                                             выгода, прибыль; приносить   

прибыль, выгоду 

Promotion   стимулирование сбыта, рекла-

мирование с целью повышения 

интереса потребителей к опре-

делённому товару                       

To pursue                                                следовать чему-либо, придержи-

ваться 

A range                                                   ряд, серия, ассортимент, диапа-

зон цен 

Related products                                     родственная продукция 

In response to                                         в ответ на 

A retailer                                                розничный торговец 

To retaliate                                             отплатить тем же самым, мстить 

In the long run                                        в конце концов 

Safe   безопасный, надёжный 

To save                                                   экономить 
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A set                                                       совокупность, набор, ряд 

To stretch                                               расширять 

To suit to                                               соответствовать, подходить 

To tailor                                                 приспосабливать, угождать 

To uncover                                             обнаруживать, открывать 

Unique selling proposition                      продукт для продажи, обладаю-

щий уникальными, только ему 

свойственными качествами 

Vulnerable        уязвимый    

A wholesaler                                           оптовый торговец 

Word of mouth                                        устная реклама, молва 

 

 

 

Unit III 

MARKET RESEARCH 

 

Preview 

1. Work in groups and discuss these questions. 

a. How do you think market research is conducted?  

b. What tools can be used in the process of market research? 

 

 Reading 1 

2. Read the text and answer these questions. 

Why can’t we develop and launch a product only on the basis of intuition? 

What information is collected in the process of market research? 

Where is secondary data for market research obtained? 

In what case do we engage in gathering primary data? 

What is the disadvantage of survey research in focus groups? 

In what case is questionnaire research more likely to be statistically 

significant? 
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MARKET RESEARCH 

Oh no, we’d never develop and launch a product solely on the basis 

of guesswork. That’s much too risky. You can’t just trust the intuition of 

senior managers or product managers, you have to do market research. 

That’s what we call it in Britain; in the States they say marketing research. 

We collect and analyze information about the size of a potential market, 

about consumers’ tastes and habits, their reactions to particular product 

features, packaging features and so on. 

 
Lots of people think that market research just means going out and 

asking consumers for their opinions of products, but that’s not true. Actual-

ly, talking to customers is a relatively minor market research tool, because 

it is very expensive. In fact, personal interviewing is the very last thing 

we’d do. We usually find that our own accounts department, which 

keeps records of sales, orders, inventory size, and so on, is a far more im-

portant source of information. Our sales representatives are another good 

source. 

Define the  

Problem  

Does Exploratory Research Indi-

cate that a Formal Project Is Ap-

propriate? 

Design and Conduct a Formal Re-

search Project 

a. Choose Data Sources. 

b. Choose Collection Methods. 

c. Develop Materials and Pretest. 

d. Gather Data. 

 

 

 
 

Interpret the Data and Write a Re-

port 

 

Apply the Results and Follow Up 

 

Make an Informal 

Report 

No 

Yes 
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There are also a lot of printed sources of secondary data we can use, 

including daily, weekly and monthly business newspapers, magazines and 

trade journals, our competitors’ annual reports, official government statis-

tics and reports published by private market research companies. We only 

engage in field work, and gather primary data from consumers, middle-

men, and so on, if both internal research (analysis of data already available 

in the accounts and sales departments) and secondary data (available in 

printed sources) are inadequate. 

If we do go out and do field work it’s usually a survey, which you 

can use to collect information about product and packaging features, and to 

measure the effectiveness of advertising copy, advertising media, sales 

promotion, distribution channels, and so on. 

An effective and relatively inexpensive method of survey research is 

the focus group interview, where we invite several members of the target 

market (and pay them a small amount of money) to meet and discuss a 

product concept. The interview is led by a trained market researcher who 

tries to find out the potential consumers’ opinions and feelings about the 

product.  

Focus groups are informative, but they’re usually too small for us to 

be sure that the chosen sample of consumers is statistically valid. Ques-

tionnaire research, involving many more respondents, is more likely to be 

statistically significant as long as we make sure we select the appropriate 

sampling unit – whether it’s a random sample of the population, or a sam-

ple of a selected category of people – and the sample size is sufficiently 

large. When we’ve established a sample, we do the interviews, normally 

by telephone or mail, sometimes by personal interviewing. 

 

3. Find words or expressions in the text which mean the following: 

a) a document published by companies every year including details of 

activities and financial statements; 

b) potential customers interviewed collectively by market researcher; 

c) a group chosen out of a large number for survey; 

d) the introduction of a new product onto the market; 
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e) a sample chosen from a large number of people or objects without 

selection criteria; 

f) the visible attributes of a packaging; 

g) the words or text of an advertisement; 

h) a general term for intermediaries such as agents, brokers, merchants 

and wholesalers; 

i) the collection of information about people’s tastes and opinions 

from a sample of the population; 

j) different ways of communicating information. 

 

  Speaking 

4. On the basis of figure in the text describe the process of market re-

search. 

 

   Discussion  

5. Study the table showing strengths and weaknesses of three contact 

methods and then do the following tasks. 

STRENGTHS  

AND WEAKNESSES 

MAIL TELEPHONE PERSONAL 

1. Flexibility Poor Good Excellent 

2. Quantity of data that 

can be collected 

Good Fair Excellent 

3. Control of interviewer 

effects 

Excellent Fair Poor 

4. Control of sample Fair Excellent Fair 

5. Speed of data collection Poor Excellent Good 

6. Response rate Poor Good Good 

7. Cost Good Fair Poor 

a) Speak on the advantages of each contact method. 

b) Speak on the disadvantages of each contact method. 

c) Tell what is the most effective contact method in your opinion and why. 
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If you look at the table … . 

Response rates tend to be … . 

This table shows … . 

According to the table … . 

This method (interview) allows … . 

This method of contact can be conducted very quickly (slowly) … . 

The interviewer bias (влияние) is great (poor, fair) … . 

 

 Reading 2 

6. Read the following text and write short headings for each paragraph. 

 

MARKET  RESEARCH  APPROACHES 

Just as researchers must carefully evaluate the quality of secondary 

information, they must also take a great care in collecting primary infor-

mation to assure that they provide marketing decision makers with rele-

vant, accurate and current information. There are three approaches used 

for primary data collection: observational research, survey research and 

experimental research. 

Observational research is the gathering of primary data by observing 

relevant people, actions and situations. For example, a food product manu-

facturer sends researchers into supermarkets to find out the prices of com-

peting brands or how much shelf space and display support retailers give 

its brands.  

Observational research can be used to obtain information that people 

are unwilling or unable to provide. In some cases, observation may be the 

only way to obtain the needed information. On the other hand, some 

things simply cannot be observed – things such as feelings, attitudes, mo-

tives, or private behavior. Because of these limitations, researchers often 

use observation along with other data collection methods. 

Survey research is the research best suited for gathering descriptive 

information. A company that wants to know about people’s knowledge, at-

titudes, preferences, or buying behavior can often find out by asking them 

directly. Survey research can be structured and unstructured. Structured 

surveys are formal list of questions asked of all respondents in the same 
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way. Unstructured surveys let the interviewer probe respondents and 

guide the interview according to the answers. 

Survey research is the most widely used method for primary data col-

lection. The major advantage of survey research is its flexibility. It can be 

used to obtain many kinds of information in many different marketing situ-

ations. Depending on the survey design, it may also provide information 

more quickly and at lower price than observational or experimental re-

search. 

However, survey research also presents some problems. Sometimes 

people are unable to answer survey because they cannot remember or nev-

er thought about what they do and why. Or people may be unwilling to re-

spond to unknown interviewers or about things they consider private. Or 

they may try to help interviewers by giving pleasing answers. 

Whereas observation is best suited for exploratory research and sur-

veys for descriptive research, experimental research is best suited for gath-

ering causal information. Experiments involve selecting matched groups 

of subjects, giving them different treatments, controlling unrelated fac-

tors, and checking for differences in group responses. Thus, experimental 

research tries to explain cause-and-effect relationships.   

For example, to test the effects of two different prices, McDonald’s 

could set up the following simple experiment. It could introduce the new 

sandwich at one price in its restaurants in one city and at another price in 

restaurants in another city. If the cities are similar, and if all other market-

ing efforts for the sandwich are the same, then differences in sales in the 

two cities could be related to the price charged. More complex experi-

ments could be designed to include other variables and other locations. 

 

7. Match the words to make word partnerships from the text above. 

1. pleasing                               a) information 

2. unrelated                              b) data 

3. current                                 c) behavior 

4. primary                                d) factors 

5. shelf                                     e) answer   

6. buying                                  f) space 
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8. Complete the following sentences which summarize the text above. 

1. Three approaches observational, survey and experimental provide … . 

2. Under observational research some companies send their researchers 

to find out for example … . 

3. As observational research has both advantages and disadvantages it 

is used along with … . 

4. Structured and unstructured surveys provide companies information 

about … . 

5. The advantages of survey research are … . 

6. Problems presented by survey research include … . 

7. The experimental research involve the following stages … . 

8. For example, experimental research can find out whether differences 

in the sales of the same product … .   

 

 Reading 3 

9. Nine sentences in the text are unfinished. Choose the correct sentence 

endings from “ a”  to “ i”  below. 

 

MARKET TESTING 

New products must obviously be extensively tested for safety and 

performance. If they successfully pass these tests, they will then normally 

be market tested, (1…). Market tests are designed to inform a company 

how many consumers will try a product and, unless it is a durable good, 

(2…). Tests will also reveal which dealers want to handle the product. 

Testing can be carried out by giving the product free to trial consum-

ers, or by a “mini-test,” which involve placing it, for a free, in a number of 

stores selected by a market research agency, or by selecting particular towns 

or regions as full test markets. If a lot of people try and then re-purchase a 

new product, (3…). If there is a high trial rate but a low re-purchase rate, 

(4…). If only a few people try the product, but many of these re-purchase it, 

(5…). 

For durable industrial goods, the most common form of testing is to 

offer the new product (6…). Alternatively, a firm can display the product 
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at a trade fair or in distributors’ or dealers’ showrooms, and study custom-

ers’ reactions. 

Some ideas reach the product development stage, perform adequately 

in test marketing, but then fail to be commercially successful; (7…). En-

thusiasm for a new product may cause executives to misinterpret market 

research data which have told them that (8…). On the other hand, even 

good new products can be destroyed by poor promotions or (9…). 

 

а. by even better products developed by competitors. 

b. how many will re-buy it and adopt it, and what the frequency re-

purchase is. 

c. it fails to offer a “unique selling proposition”, or that it is badly de-

signed or wrongly priced. 

d. it will probably be necessary to increase advertising and sales promo-

tion spending to encourage more people to try the product. 

e. something is clearly wrong with the product. 

f. the company will probably go ahead and launch it in as large a geo-

graphical area as they have the capacity to supply. 

g. this may be due to a previous failure of market measurement or 

forecasting or research. 

h. to selected potential customers for trial. 

i. unless, perhaps, the company is involved in a race with a competi-

tor’s product, in which case it might launch a product immediately. 

 

 Language focus 

10.  Choose the appropriate form of the infinitive from the brackets and 

translate the sentences. 

1. One of the aspects (to consider/to be considered) in marketing a 

product is its quality. 

2. The less profitable market followers are too big (to focus/to be fo-

cused) on niches, but too small (to benefit/to have benefited) from 

economics of scale. 

3. This company was the first (to have launched/to launch) this product 

onto the market. 
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4. I am sorry (to be lost/to have lost) an annual report. 

5. There are many sources of secondary data (to have been studied/to 

study). 

6. The researchers regret not (to have been carried out/to have carried 

out) properly market measurement. 

7. Do you remember (to have been called/to be called) by the customer 

yesterday? 

8. We can’t afford (to be reduced/to reduce) our prices. 

9. There are three approaches (to use/to be used) for primary data col-

lection. 

10. I can’t remember (to offer/to have offered) you a replacement. 

11.  The customer forgot (to be completed/to complete) the five-year 

guarantee form. 

12.  As personal interviewing is very expensive, it is the last thing (to 

have done/to be done). 

 

11.  Identify subjective or objective infinitive constructions in the follow-

ing sentences and translate them. 

1. At the same time competitors are likely to increase their marketing 

effort. 

2. Accounts department is considered to be an important source of in-

formation. 

3. Market research data appeared to have been misinterpreted. 

4. These ideas proved not to have been commercially successful. 

5. Board of Directors considers good new products to have been de-

stroyed by poor promotion. 

6. I recommended reliability to be improved. 

7. The firm was reported to have displayed its products at a trade fair. 

8. The company seems to be modifying the existing product. 

9. Marketing department wants the researchers to be sent in the nearby 

supermarket. 
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10. Survey research is known to be best suited for gathering descriptive 

information. 

11. He is sure to be remembered for introducing basic tools of strategic 

thinking. 

12. If there is only one brand in a market it is likely to be positioned in 

the center. 

13. I don’t mind new products to be tested for safety and performance. 

 

 

  Listening 
 

12. Listen to Steve Moody, the manager of Marks & Spencer store on 

Cambridge, giving a hypothetical example of a marketing failure – a 

product that reaches the shops but fails to sell – and answer ques-

tions. 

1. What does Steve Moody say is the role of Marks & Spencer’s head 

office? 

2. What is the example of a product that fails to sell? 

3. In these circumstances, whose fault would it be that the product 

failed? What had not been done properly, before the product was de-

livered to the stores? 

4. Who would be the only people in the country that would be able to 

find out what is wrong? 

5. What action could Marks & Spencer take? 

6. How does Steve Moody describe the relationship between head of-

fice and the individual stores? 

 

Interviewer: You’re responsible for operational management, the man-

agement of people, but not product development. Could you 

say something about the role of head office? 

Steve Moody: Obviously, head office, the nature of what head office does 

in terms of selecting the products and then deciding on 

quantities they buy. Obviously when they do that we have 

great success stories, that we develop a new product, say it’s 

a new food recipe dishes that we introduce, it might be a 

new tie range, or foods from the Far East, and we introduce 
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that and it sells very well and obviously that’s fine, and usu-

ally head office don’t require a lot of feedback on that. 

However, they could buy a particular new type of fabric, 

say it’s lycra fabric which we’ve not used before and we 

develop a range of ladies’ underwear, for example, with 

that, we buy large quantities of it, we display it, we think 

it’s the right price, we think  we’ve chosen the right colour, 

everybody in head office actually  thinks it’s going to sell 

really well. It then goes out to 50 stores and for some un-

known reason the customers don’t want to buy it. So in 

those cases obviously we have a commitment there of stock 

that we’ve bought, we need to do some investigation as to 

find out why it’s not selling and therefore head office would 

then come and talk to us and not simply to me but my sales 

staff to say, well, you know, what have we got wrong here, 

is it the make-up of the fabric, is it the colour of the fabric, 

is it the texture, is it the price, and obviously try  and take 

some remedial action, in terms of it is price, then maybe we 

would reduce the price. If it’s colour we would go and see 

what we could do. So we have large input into head office 

on a daily basis in terms of feeding back communication 

and obviously sales figures and very much it’s a partnership 

between ourselves and head office. 

 

Case study 

13. Suppose that you were part of the marketing team responsible for 

the following product concepts: 

What market research would you do before developing the products? 

What specific information would you need? Where could you get it? 

In each case, which of the following sources of information do you 

think would be the most useful, and why? 

 Focus group interviews, in which several members of the target market 

are invited (and paid a small fee) to meet and discuss the product con-

cept. 

 Internal research analyzing data already available in the company’s ac-

counts and sales departments, which keep records of sales, orders, in-

ventory size, and so on. 
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 Printed sources of secondary data including business newspapers, maga-

zines and trade journals, competitor’s annual reports, official govern-

ment statistics, and reports published by private market research agen-

cies. 

 Questionnaire research, by telephone, mail, or personal interviewing. 

 The company’s own sales staff. 

 Other sources.  

 

  Follow-up 

14. Group work. You are the marketing manager of a company which 

manufactures some product. Your task is to design a questionnaire to 

find out what ideas consumers have for a new product. 

Your questionnaire should not take more than three minutes to an-

swer and should include wh-questions, yes/no questions and state-

ment questions. 

Keeping in mind that survey research involves gathering primary data 

by asking people questions about their knowledge, attitude, prefer-

ences, and buying behavior you should: 

1) choose group of customers your questions will be aimed at; 

2) design a questionnaire; 

3) try your questionnaire on the other members of your class. 

 

 Essential words and expressions 

Accounts department       бухгалтерия 

Advertising copy   текст печатного объявления (в печатной 

рекламе) 

Along with   наряду с    

Annual   ежегодный 

Appropriate   соответствующий, подходящий, прису-

щий 

An attitude   отношение 

Causal   причинный 

Cause-and-effect rela-

tionship 

  причинно-следственная связь 
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To destroy   разрушать, уничтожать 

A display   экспонирование товара 

Display support   средства экспонирования 

Durable goods   товары длительного пользования 

To encourage   стимулировать, поощрять 

To engage   заниматься 

To establish   устанавливать, определять 

To evaluate   оценивать 

An executive   руководитель 

An exploratory research   поисковое, разведывательное  исследо-

вание 

To fail to do something   не суметь, не быть в состоянии, ока-

заться неспособным сделать что-либо 

Failure     отсутствие, невыполнение, неосуществ-

ление 

A feature   характеристика, свойство 

To field    обрабатывать (например, ответы анкеты) 

Field work   работа с клиентами 

Flexibility     гибкость 

A focus group interview   целевой опрос (проводимый в фокус-

группе)   

To forecast   прогнозировать 

Frequency   частота 

To guide   направлять, руководить 

To handle a product    продавать продукт 

Inadequate   недостаточный 

To keep records   вести учёт 

To launch a product    выпускать новый товар на рынок 

To lead (led, led)    вести, руководить 

A list    перечень, список 

Matched   подобранный, пригнанный 

To measure   измерять 

A middleman   посредник 

Observational research    исследование путём наблюдения 
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To obtain    получать 

(To) order   заказ, заказывать 

Packaging   упаковка 

Performance   работа, функционирование 

Pleasing   приятный, который может понравиться 

To probe    прозондировать 

A questionnaire    вопросник, анкета 

A race     гонка 

Random   случайный, произвольный 

Rate   уровень, скорость, темп 

To be related to    быть связанным с, иметь отношение к 

Relevant    относящийся к делу 

To reveal    обнаруживать, открывать 

A report    отчёт 

A sample    образец, выборка 

Safety   безопасность 

Shelf space    место на полке 

A showroom    демонстрационный зал, выставка, экс-

позиция 

Significant   имеющий смысл, значение 

Size   размер 

Solely   исключительно, только 

A source    источник 

Sufficiently   достаточно 

To supply    снабжать, обеспечивать, поставлять 

A survey    изучение, исследование, сбор инфор-

мации 

Taste   вкус 

A tool    средство 

A treatment   обработка, режим, испытание 

To trust    доверять 

Unrelated   неродственный, несвязанный 

Valid   обоснованный   
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Unit IV 

MARKET POTENTIAL AND FORECASTING 

 

Preview 

1. While developing a marketing plan for a new and existing product the 

process must involve the following: 

Evaluating the market for the product; 

Evaluating opportunities in marketing the product; 

Developing product objectives; 

Identifying the target market for the product and establishing a strategy 

to position the product; 

Developing a marketing mix to implement product strategy; 

Forecasting sales and establishing initial profit projections. 

a) What do you think future sales will be based on? 

b) What methods for sales forecasting are used? 

 

 Reading 1 

2. Read the text and answer these questions. 

What should companies do before planning their marketing activities? 

What is the interconnection between marketing expenditure and market 

expansion? 

In what case will a company’s marketing effort be directed at increas-

ing its marketing share? 

What is sales volume associated with? 

What factors in the marketing environment cannot the company control? 

Why does marketing expenditure give first increasing, and then dimin-

ishing returns? 

In what case will a firm create a natural monopoly? 

 

MARKET POTENTIAL 

In order to analyze market opportunities and to plan their marketing 

activities, companies have to measure current demand and forecast future 

demand. That will depend on the overall marketing environment, which 

can of course change, but so too can the company’s marketing programme. 
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Market demand is not a single number but a function, which responds, 

to a finite extent, to demand-stimulating marketing expenditure. Some 

markets are extremely sensitive to marketing expenditure. The market for 

many new products, for example, can usually be expanded quite easily. 

Other markets cannot, so the level of marketing spending will hardly af-

fect them. Here a company’s marketing effort will be designed to increase 

its market share rather than the size of the total market.  

In a competitive market, individual firms with an effective marketing 

programme can and do increase their market share. There is, therefore, a 

company demand function or a sales response function which forecasts the 

likely sales volume during a specified time period associated with different 

possible levels of a marketing-mix element. But of course market potential 

depends on many factors in the marketing environment that a company 

cannot control, such as the general health of the national economy. Fur-

thermore, the sales response function assumes that other variables, such as 

competitors’ prices, remain constant, whatever the company spends on 

marketing. This is obviously untrue, and so has to be compensated for in 

calculations. 

Marketing expenditure gives first increasing, then diminishing returns, 

as there tends to be an upper limit to the total potential demand for any par-

ticular product. The easiest sales prospects are sold first, so that only more 

difficult ones remain. Competitors are also likely to increase marketing ef-

fort at the same time, so each company will experience increasing sales re-

sistance. If sales did not stop increasing at the same rate, the firm with the 

greatest level of marketing effort would take over the whole industry, and 

create a natural monopoly. 

 

3. Match the words to make word partnerships from the text. 

1. sale response a. expenditure 

2. marketing b. function 

3. sales c. prospect 

4. company demand d. function 

5. demand-stimulating e. volume   

6. sales f. natural monopoly 

7. to create g. environment 
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4. Do the following words generally form partnerships with the word 

market or marketing? 

1. … activities 6. … mix 

2. … demand 7. … opportunities 

3. … effort 8. … potential 

4. … environment 9. … programme 

5. … expenditure 10. … share 

 

5. Match up the terms on the left with the definitions on the right. 

1. market environ-

ment   

 

2. market demand for 

a product    

a) a company’s sales expressed as a percentage 

of the total  sales of an industry 

b) a company’s plan regarding the  marketing 

mix, including product features, price, ex-

penditure on  promotions, the  allocation of 

resources, and so on 

3. marketing pro-

gramme 

c) figures set as goals for a company division, a 

product line, a sales team,  individual sales 

representatives, etc. 

4. sales response 

function                 

d) the economic situation, and  demographic, 

technological, political, cultural changes, and 

so on.   

5. market potential   e) the expected level of company sales based on 

a selected  marketing plan and  an assumed 

marketing environment.    

6. company potential f) the limit approached by company demand as 

it increases  its marketing effort relative to its 

competitors. 

7. market share g) the limit approached by market demand, in a 

given environment, when additional market-

ing expenditure no  longer produces a signifi-

cant return. 

8. market forecast h) the market demand that corresponds to a 

whole industry’s planned level of marketing 

expenditure. 

9. sales forecast i) the relationship between sales volume and a 

particular element of the marketing mix. 
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10. sales quotas j) the total volume that would be bought by a 

particular customer group or market segment 

in a particular geographical area and period 

 of time, in a defined marketing environment 

under a defined marketing programme. 

 

 Reading 2   

6. Look quickly through the following text and decide which paragraphs 

are about these subjects: 

… – getting estimates from sales reps and distributors 

… – cases of using surveys 

… – forecasting based on analyzing existing data 

… – reasons for carrying out market tests 

… – the results of poor estimating market potential.       

 

MARKET FORECASTING 

To estimate total market potential a company needs to forecast the 

number of buyers, and the average quantity that they will purchase. If this 

is done badly it can result in excessive inventories and costly price cuts, or, 

on the contrary, lost sales due to insufficient production. 

There are various methods of forecasting, but they all depend on one 

of three factors: what people say, what they do (which not always the 

same), and what they have done in the past. Forecasts based on what peo-

ple say are made from surveys of buyer intentions, conducted by personal, 

telephone or postal interviews of a statistically selected sample of consum-

ers. Even though consumers do not always have clear intentions, or carry 

out their original intentions, and they are not always prepared to disclose 

them, buyer-intention surveys are often quite accurate for major consumer 

durables and industrial goods. Surveys are also the only possible forecast-

ing technique for new products for which past data does not exist. 

If surveying customers is too expensive, an alternative method is to 

get estimates from sales representatives who are, after all, close to cus-

tomers, especially those of highly specialized, technical products. Where a 

company does not have its own sales force, distributors can sometimes 

provide equivalent information. 
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Direct market tests, unlike surveys, enable a forecast to be made 

based on what people actually do. Consequently, market tests are often car-

ried out for new products, for products whose buyers do not carefully plan 

their purchases or who are highly erratic in fulfilling their intentions, or for 

products that are being sold in new areas or by new distribution channels. 

An alternative to both surveys and market tests is to analyze existing 

data, such as time series of past sales of a product, taking into account 

the business cycle, and unpredictable events such as shortages, strikes, 

price wars, etc.  

7. Put questions, relating to the text, to which these could be answers. 

1. Surveys are conducted by personal, telephone and postal interviews. 

2. When market potential estimating is done badly. 

3. Because surveying customers is too expensive. 

4. Unlike surveys market tests are based on what people actually do. 

5. You should take into account the business cycle and unpredictable 

events. 

  Speaking 

8. In most companies, there are inevitable conflicts of interest between 

the different functional departments. Below is a slightly exaggerated 

version of a meeting between representatives from Marketing, R&D, 

Purchasing, Production and Finance. Reconstruct the meeting by de-

ciding who is speaking in each case, and in which order these utter-

ances should come. 

1. Marketing ….                                6. Marketing …. 

2. R&D ….                                        7. Finance …. 

3. Marketing ….                                8. Marketing …. 

4. Purchasing ….                               9. Finance …. 

5. Production …. 

to rush out торопиться 

an inferior product продукт плохого качества 

a set-up  сборка, наладка, монтаж 

changeover переоснастка 

production run партия  изделий 
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A.: “Aaargh!” 

B.: “Because we’re looking for technical perfection. We believe we can 

incorporate some outstanding new technical features into this product. 

We think we’re close to a breakthrough, so we’re not interested in 

rushing out an inferior product before Christmas.” 

C.: “But of course! Sell at a loss! Why don’t you just give it away for free? 

That’d be far more effective than all the money you spend on advertis-

ing and sales promotions.” 

D.: “But the consumer isn’t looking for perfection. Don’t you see that we 

have to produce what the market needs? Our customers don’t care about 

perfection, they care about style and appearance. We need different 

models for teenagers, for people in their twenties and thirties, for mid-

dle-aged and elderly people. And we should offer a variety of colours 

and sizes.” 

E.: “Oh yeah, sure. We’ll use small quantities of 1000 different compo-

nents. That’ll be really economical! Though it will give us something 

to do. We can even order twice as much as we actually use, like last 

year, with your wonderful sales forecasts!” 

F.: “There’s no need to be sarcastic. Anyway, we anticipate large produc-

tion runs, because we’re going to use a market penetration strategy 

here…” 

G.: “We’ve decided to take the basic design as it stands today, and concen-

trate on modifying its aesthetic appearance. We can’t seat around for 

another two years waiting for you people. Why can’t you hand over 

the prototype now?” 

H.: “Why can’t you see that marketing expenditures are investments for 

the future, and not just expenses? And although we’re planning to give 

it away, we do expect a lot of sales on credit, and we think it’s time to 

relax our credit conditions.” 

I.:   “Yes, exactly, and I can spend my time supervising set-ups and 

changeovers and tiny production runs. I’m surprised you’ve never 

thought of customizing every single product. Making the perfect prod-

uct for each different customer!” 
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9. Discuss in pairs. 

a) What is the main subject being discussed by the people from differ-

ent departments? 

b) What is the opinion of marketing reps about customers needs? 

c) What do they want R&D department to hand them? 

d) What are the objections of reps from R&D and production depart-

ments to the opinion of marketing people? 

e) What conclusion did marketing people make? 

 Language focus 

10. Translate the sentences paying attention to the forms and functions   

of gerunds. 

1. After being approved by the president the plan was returned to the 

Sales Department. 

2. There is no possibility of our lengthening credit terms. 

3. I remember our having decided to take the basic design as it stands 

today. 

4. Some people don’t like being asked their opinions about new prod-

ucts. 

5. They raised the price of the product without its upgrading. 

6. He was accused of having failed the advertising campaign. 

7. The problem is not worth discussing. 

8. I am still angry at his having broken the agreement. 

9. How could I prevent them from undertaking these measures? 

10. They were afraid of sales resistance being increased. 

11. Customers were informed of new technical features having been in-

corporated into the product. 

12. Marketing people insist on the style and appearance of the product 

being changed. 

 

11. Choose the proper form of the gerund and translate the sentences. 

1. Marketing department doesn’t object to credit conditions … . 

a)  having been relaxed    b) being relaxed    c) relaxing 

2. He apologized to the managing director for not … present the meeting. 

a) being                          b) having been      c) being been 
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3. I insist on our own new product … instead of imitating the leader’s one. 

a) having been developed  b) developing       c) being developed 

4. There is no hope of our sales reps … us accurate estimates. 

a) having given                 b) having been given    c) giving 

5. The customer complained of … poorly. 

a) serving                             b) being served    c) having been served 

6. Marketing department plans its marketing activities by … current 

demand and forecasting future demands. 

a) measuring                        b) being measured   c) having measured 

7. I am surprised at your never … scientifically designed market re-

search. 

a) being conducted     b) having conducted    c) having been conducted 

8. The measures directed at the improvement of the product need … . 

a) changing                         b) being changed     c) having changed 

9. The company succeeded in … natural monopoly. 

a) being created               b) having been created   c)  creating 

10. I don’t remember … to the head of the Production Department. 

a) introducing        b) being introduced    c)  having been introduced  

 

Listening 

12. Listen to the tape. A Sales manager of a Sports Equipment company 

gives a presentation about differences between forecast and actual 

sales. As you listen, complete the table with appropriate figures. 

Products Forecast sales Actual sales 

Tennis equipment £450,000  

Squash and badminton   £180, 000 

Golf equipment £100,000  

Winter sports £250,000  

Football £110,000  

Hang-gliding  £25,000 

I’d like to begin by taking a look at the differences between our fore-

cast and actual sales figures for last year. 
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As you can see, for tennis equipment, our actual sales figures were 

exactly the same as forecast. Our squash and badminton sales were almost 

as forecast, just £5,000 lower at £180,000. Unlike our sales in these two 

sectors, there was a big difference in the golf equipment sales … in fact we 

only achieved £50,000 in total sales. Actual sales again differed from the 

forecast in our winter sports range … £20,000 lower than expected. In the 

football equipment sector, there was only a slight variance, just £10, 000 

lower than forecast. Lastly, as forecast, we reached £25,000 sales in our 

new market, hang-gliders. 

 

 Essential words and expressions 

To affect   воздействовать 

After all   в конце концов 

Average  средний 

To compensate   балансировать, компенсировать 

Costly  дорогой 

To create    создавать 

Diminishing return  убывающая доходность 

Erratic  колеблющийся, неустойчивый 

To estimate  оценивать  

Excessive  избыточный 

To exist  существовать 

Expenditure  расходы, затраты 

To experience  испытывать 

Finite  ограниченный 

To fulfill  выполнять 

Hardly  едва 

To increase  увеличивать 

Intention  намерение 

Level      уровень 

Likely  вероятный, вероятно 

Quantity  количество 

To remain  оставаться 

Return  доход, прибыль 

Sales prospect    потенциальный покупатель 
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Sensitive  чувствительный, отзывчивый, способный 

быстро реагировать 

Single    единственный, отдельный, один 

To take into account  принимать во внимание, учитывать 

To take over  завоевать 

Time series  временной ряд 

Unpredictable  непредсказуемый 

A variable  отклонение, переменная 

Volume    объём 

 

 

 

Unit V 

PRODUCTS 

Preview 

1. List some of your favorite brands. Then answer these questions: 

a. Are they international or national brands? 

b. What image and qualities does each one have? Use the following 

words and phrases to help you. 

  value for money        luxurious          timeless              well-made 

  top of the range        durable              inexpensive         cool 

  reliable                     stylish               fashionable           sexy 

 

c. Why do people buy brands? 

d. Why do you think some people dislike brands? 

e. How loyal are you to the brands you have chosen? 

For example, when you buy jeans, do you always buy Levi’s? 

 

2. A recent survey named the brands below as the world’s top ten. Which 

do you think is number one? Rank the others in order. 

Marlboro 

Intel 

Coca-Cola 

IBM 

Mercedes 

Microsoft 

Nokia 

General Electric 

McDonald’s 

Disney 
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 Reading 1 

3. Read the text and answer these questions. 

a. In what way can products be classified? 

b. What is the first way of classifying consumer goods? 

c. What is the difference between the first and second ways of classifying 

goods? 

d. What is the difference between consumer goods and industrial goods? 

e. What does a product strategy include? 

 

PRODUCT TYPES 

A product is anything that can be supplied to a market in order to sat-

isfy customer needs. This is a broad concept. It includes both goods and 

services. Not-for-profit firms and units of government have products too. 

Products are often classified according to types of buyer and ways of 

shopping. The most basic division is between consumer and industrial 

goods. 

Consumer goods are bought to satisfy consumer needs. In statistics 

such goods are classified as follows. 

 Durable goods that last a year or more, such as furniture, applianc-

es, and cars. 

 Nondurable goods, or those that last less than one year. Food, gaso-

line, and medicine are examples. Clothing is counted as nondura-

ble, even though some items last more than a year. 

 Services, or actions performed directly for the benefit of the con-

sumer. Haircuts, concerts, and tax preparation are examples. 

In recent years services have accounted for about half of all con-

sumer purchases, nondurable goods for about 35 percent, and durable 

goods for about 15 percent. The proportion spent on services has been ris-

ing steadily. 

A second way of classifying consumer goods is based on how people 

shop for them, rather than on the nature of the goods themselves. This re-

sults in the following categories. 

 Convenience goods, which are bought often and with little com-

parison shopping. Eggs, pencils and cigarettes are examples. 
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 Shopping goods, which are bought only after an effort to gather 

information on the price, quality, and other features of competing 

brands. Most consumer durable goods are shopping goods. 

 Specialty goods, which are bought without much comparison 

shopping because they offer unique features or brand images. A 

Rolex watch and a Porsche are products that, at least in the minds 

of some consumers, have no substitutes. 

Many firms, of course, sell 

to other firms rather than to con-

sumers. Their products are called 

industrial goods. Effective mar-

keting of those products require 

some knowledge of why and 

how they are bought. Industrial 

goods are bought not for the di-

rect benefits they provide but to 

be used in making other goods to 

satisfy consumer demand.  In-

dustrial goods fall into two broad 

groups. 

 Capital goods, which are durable additions to the buyer’s plant or 

equipment. Examples are industrial boilers, assembly line robots, 

and office equipment. 

 Expense goods, which are used up in the course of producing the 

buyer’s output. Raw materials, component parts, and maintenance 

supplies are expense items. 

Planning a product strategy is part of the job planning a marketing 

strategy. It includes not only deciding which products to make but also de-

ciding when to bring out new products and when to retire old ones. It also 

means working out the details of branding, packaging, warranty, and ser-

vice. All of these plans must mesh with distribution, promotion, and pricing 

plans. 
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 Vocabulary focus 1 

4. Match words or phrases from the text to these definitions: 

a) goods that customers compare and consider carefully before buying 

b) goods with specific characteristics that particular customers will 

make an effort to buy 

c) something or someone used instead of another product or person 

d) goods which are quickly consumed, and probably replaced by others 

e) a device, machine or piece of equipment 

f) substance on which manufacturing processes are carried out, and 

company’s products are made 

g) goods that are used up in the course of producing the buyer’s output 

h) articles that companies need for keeping machinery, etc. in good 

working condition. 

 

5. All the words in the box form strong collocations with the word con-

sumer. Match up the terms in the box with the definitions below. 

 

consumer behavior consumer boycott 

consumer confidence consumer credit 

consumer durables consumer goods 

consumer market consumer panel 

consumer profile consumer spending 

 

1. A description of the characteristics of the consumers of a particular 

product, in terms of age, class, income, and so on. 

2. A group of shoppers who record their purchases of all or selected 

products, for use in market research. 

3. Goods in everyday use, such as food, clothing, household goods, and 

services such as hairdressing, retail banking, and so on. 

4. Goods that last a long time, such as cars, fridges, cookers, televi-

sions, and so on. 
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5. How people in general feel about their job security, future economic 

prospects, and so on. 

6. How different people react to marketing stimuli, depending on their 

psychology, their cultural and social background, and their economic 

situation. 

7. The amount of money being spent on consumer goods and services, 

which fluctuate with recessions and booms. 

8. The amount of money borrowed by people to buy goods and ser-

vices, depending on confidence and the economic cycle. 

9. The individuals and households that buy products for their own per-

sonal consumption. 

10. When customers refuse to buy the products of a company they disap-

prove of for ethical or political reasons. 

 

 Reading 2 

6. While reading the text decide which paragraphs could be given the 

following headings. 

------  consequences of upward stretch of product lines 

------  reasons for product-line filling 

------  the results of downward stretch of product lines 

------  cases of a two-way stretch of product line 

------  components of  companies’ product mix 

------  responsibilities of product line managers 

------  two ways of lengthening product lines and their consequences 

 

PRODUCT LINE AND MIX 

A group of products that are closely related in how they are used is 

known as a product line. The 727s, 737s, 747s and other aircraft made by 

Boeing are a product line. Often firms have more than one product line. 

The complete list of products offered by a firm, including all of its product 

lines, is known as its product mix. 
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Product line managers have to decide on product-line length. The 

line is too short if the manager can increase profits by adding items; the 

line is too long if the manager can increase profits by dropping items. 

Companies that are seeking high market share and market growth usually 

carry longer lines. Companies that want high profitability generally carry 

shorter lines consisting of selected items. 

Product line managers have to decide on product-line length. The 

line is too short if the manager can increase profits by adding items; the 

line is too long if the manager can increase profits by dropping items. 

Companies that are seeking high market share and market growth usually 

carry longer lines. Companies that want high profitability generally carry 

shorter lines consisting of selected items. 

Product lines tend to lengthen over time. The product line manager 

wants to add items to the product line to increase sales and profits. Howev-

er, as the manager adds items, several costs rise:  design and engineering 

costs, inventory carrying costs, manufacturing changeover costs, trans-

portation costs, and promotional costs to introduce new items. The compa-
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ny must plan product line growth carefully. It can systematically increase 

the length of its product line in two ways: by stretching its line and by fill-

ing its line. Product-line stretching occurs when a company lengthens its 

product line beyond its current range. A company can stretch its line 

downward, upward, or both ways. 

Many companies initially locate at the high end of the market and 

later stretch their lines downward. In making a downward stretch, the 

company faces some risks. The low-end item might provoke competitors 

to move into the higher end. Or the company’s dealers may not be willing 

or able to handle the lower-end products. Or the new low-end items might 

cannibalize higher-end items. 

Companies at the low end of the market may want to enter the higher 

end. An upward-stretch decision can be risky. The higher-end competitors 

may strike back by entering the lower end of the market. Prospective cus-

tomers may not believe that the newcomer can produce quality products. 

Finally, the company’s sales people and distributors may lack the talent 

and training to serve the higher end of the market. 

Companies in the middle range of the market may decide to stretch 

their lines in both directions. The Marriott Hotel group has performed a 

two-way stretch of its hotel product line. Alongside regular Marriott hotels, 

it added the Marriott Marquis line to serve the upper end of the market and 

the Courtyard and Fairfield Inn lines to serve the lower end. 

A product line can also be lengthened by adding more items within 

the current range of the line. Among the reasons for product-line filling 

are: reaching for extra profits, trying to satisfy dealers, trying to use excess 

capacity and trying to be the leading full-line company.  

 

7. Find words and expressions in the text that mean nearly the same. 

a full list to try to attain high market 

share 

stock carrying costs to excite to some action 

to hit back nearly equally associated 

to withdraw products from the market to enter the lower end 

to face risks to obtain extra profits 
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8. Choose the appropriate ending for each sentence. Summarize the text 

putting the sentences in the correct order. 

1. To increase sales and profits the product line manager can do it… 

a) by reducing design costs and manufacturing changeover costs; 

b) by shortening product line beyond its current range; 

c) by stretching the line and by filling the line. 

2. Companies selling consumer goods of middle cost may stretch their 

lines… 

a) entering the lower end of the market and the higher end of the 

market; 

b) moving only into the higher end of the market; 

c) serving only the lower end of the market. 

3. The risks of stretching product lines downward include… 

a) competitors’ moving into the higher end, dealers’ rejecting to sell 

the lower end products, and forcing high-end items out; 

b) provoking competitors’ moving into the lower end; 

c) dealers’ unwilling to handle the lower end products. 

4. Product managers can increase profits of the company by… 

a) adding items if the line is too short and dropping the items if the 

line is too long; 

b) adding the items if the line is too long and dropping the items if 

the line is too short; 

c) lengthening lines consisting of selected items. 

5. Product mix of a firm includes… 

a) a full list of products including its product lines; 

b) all of its product lines presenting high end items; 

c) all of its product lines presenting low-end items. 

6. Extra profits and the position of the full-line company can be 

achieved… 

a) by serving the lower end of the market; 

b) by adding more items within the current range of the line; 

c) by trying to satisfy dealers. 
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7. Companies entering the higher end may face some problems such as…  

a) reducing profits, stagnant market share, and losing customers; 

b) raising profits, increasing market share, and obtaining new customers; 

c) competitors’ entering the lower end of the market, distrust to a new-

comer, inability of sales people to serve the higher end of the market. 

 

 Vocabulary focus 2 

9. Complete the spaces in the sentences with the words and expressions 

given in the box. 

inventories costs dropping 

stable shopping goods stretched 

convenience goods specialty goods market segments 

lengthen profitability market share 

life cycle product mix ‒ 

 

1. Often companies have a … consisting of a number of product lines. 

2. These products can have growing, …, or declining sales, depending 

on where they are in their … . 

3. Companies looking for high … generally have long product lines, 

while companies seeking high … will have shorter lines. 

4. Yet most product lines tend to … over time, as companies add extra 

items to cover additional … . 

5. … are cheap and simple products which people use regularly without 

comparing alternatives. 

6. A product line can be … in two directions, both up-market and down-

market. 

7. … are products for which customers generally search for information. 

8. Sometimes you can increase profits by … certain items. 

9. Adding items to a product line results in a variety of …, for example, 

you will need to carry more … . 

10. … are durable goods with unique characteristics that informed cus-

tomers have to go to a particular store to buy. 
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10. Use the clues to complete the crossword puzzle. 

 
     1   

  

 2    3    4     

 5                   

                

   6  7             

               8 

          

 9                    10         

          

    

 11                 

    

ACROSS 

5. The knowledge people have of a brand is called “brand …”. 

6. The ideas and beliefs people have about a brand. 

9. Consumers who buy various competing products rather than being loy-

al to a particular brand.  

10. The first people to buy a new product are called innovators and … 

adapters 

11. When the products are used in TV programmes, films, etc., we speak of 

product … . 

DOWN 

1. It starts with product design and ends when it is discontinued. 

2. When a company has a new product, it gives it catchy … . 

3. A good way to make consumers aware of a new product is to give them 

free … . 

4. The gathering of information about what buyers need or want. 

7. A good product is one that can … most, or all, of the customers expecta-

tions. 

8. If you keep buying a particular brand, you show … .  
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  Speaking 1 

11. Four marketing executives at a cosmetics company, Marvel Plc, are 

talking about licensing their ‘Luc Fontaine’ product range to an 

Asian manufacturer. Listen to or read  the conversation and answer 

these questions. 

a) Why do the marketing executives at Marvel Plc want to license 

their ‘Luc Fontaine’ product range? 

b) What advantages does Susan Li offer to Marvel? 

c) According to Barbara, what is the disadvantage of offering a licence 

to Susan Li? 

d) What suggestion does Barbara make to her colleagues? 

M = Marcia,   A = Alain,   V = Valerie,   B = Barbara 

M.: OK, we all agree we want to increase our revenue by licensing our 

‘Luc Fontaine’ product range. As you know, Susan Li, one of our con-

tacts in Hong Kong, is very interested. Alain, how do you feel about 

this? Is she the right person for us? 

A.: Definitely. In my opinion she’s ideal. She is well known in Asia, she’s 

got an excellent reputation in the industry. She’s got a modern factory 

and a large customer base. I’d say she’s just what we’re looking for. 

M.: Right. Valerie, what do you think? 

V.: I agree because she’s very good at marketing. I’ve met her several 

times. She’ll work twenty four hours a day to get a sale. Just the sort 

of person we want. 

M.: Barbara, you are shaking your head. What’s your opinion? 

B.: I’m afraid I can’t agree. I don’t think she’s suitable at all. All her 

products sell at the lower end of the market. They’re in the cheaper 

price ranges. But our Luc Fontaine range is exclusive. The male and 

female perfumes are for people who don’t mind spending a lot of 

money to look good. They’re not a good match for what she’s selling. 

M.: So what do you suggest then? 

B.: I think we should find someone else. I do have someone in mind. I met 

Hiroshi Takahashi recently. He’s based in Nagoya. His healthcare 

company is doing really well. He makes various skin products and 

sells them under well-known European labels. In my opinion, his 

company has a lot to offer. Why don’t we meet him and see if he’s in-

terested? 
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12. Reproduce the dialogue in roles as close to the text as possible.   

 

 Reading 3 

13. Five requirements to brands are referred to in the following text. 

Which are they?  

 

BRANDING 

Branding is the use of a design, symbol, name, or some mix of these 

things to identify a product. A brand name is the part of a brand that can be 

spoken, or a combination of letters and numbers. A trademark is a symbol 

or brand name that is legally protected, such as the name Ford written in 

script inside an oval. All of these devices serve to distinguish the product 

from its competitors. 

Let’s look at the benefits of branding first from the point of view of 

the producer and then from that of the consumer. 

Producers find branding useful for a number of reasons. 

a. Branding leads to repeat purchases and customer loyalty, as long 

as  consumers are satisfied with the branded product. 

b. Branding aids in positioning 

c. Other firms use branding in almost the opposite way: they use it to 

tie their products together rather than to set them apart. 

An established brand name is a major asset. Outright fakes are one 

threat to brand names – especially if they put low-quality goods on the 

market under a familiar label. Brand names can also be lost if they become 

so familiar that consumers confuse the brand with the type of product. Ny-

lon and kerosene were once protected brand names that now name a type 

of product. 

Among the benefits of branding to consumers are the following. 

a. Brands help consumers identify products with which they have had 

a good experience in the past. 

b. Brands often serve as an index of quality. Levi’s jeans are known 

to be well-made products. 

c. Brands help consumers shape their own image in the eyes of 

friends and associates. 
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In addition to famous manufacturers’ brands, there are also whole-

salers’ and retailers’ brands. For example, most large supermarket chains 

now offer their “own-label” brands, many of which are made by one of the 

better-known manufacturers. 

Brand names should of course be easy to recognize and remember.  

They should also be easy to pronounce and, especially for international 

brands, should not mean something embarrassing in a foreign language! 

As well as a name and a logo, many brands also have easily recog-

nizable packaging. Of course packaging should also be functional. In other 

words, the container or wrapper should protect the product inside, be in-

formative, convenient to open, inexpensive to produce, and ecological. 

  

14. Highlight the part of the sentence or the whole sentence which: 

a) states the main function of brands and trademarks 

b) concedes that brands enable consumers to distinguish good quality 

products among other similar products 

c) mentions the main threat to brands 

d) describes the reason of customers’ staying loyal to brands 

e) suggests the examples of products whose brand name now means 

the type of the product 

f) mentions that branding helps in situating a product in relation to 

others already on the market 

 

  Speaking 2 

15. Role play this situation. 

Jonson, a large department store in Chicago, USA, is losing money. 

Its main product areas are food, clothing and household furniture. Seventy 

percent of its revenue comes from clothing, twenty-two percent from food 

and eight percent from furniture. Three directors of the company meet to 

discuss the company’s problems and how to solve them. 

 

Student A  

In your opinion, Jonson has a problem with its brand image. 

 People consider their clothes to be boring, old-fashioned, over-

priced and unexciting. They used to think they were well-made, 

value for money, durable and reasonably priced. 
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 Nowadays, the store sells clothes aimed at different age groups – 

young, middle-aged and old. 

 People don’t enjoy visiting the store because it needs redecorating 

in brighter colours. 

 Staff uniforms do not help the company’s brand image. 

You think, Jonson should focus on one segment of clothing market. You 

are not sure what segment would be best, so you want to spend a lot of 

money on market research. 

 

Student B 

In your opinion, the brand image of Jonson is excellent. People think 

that Jonson’s products are high quality and durable. But they are aiming 

at too many segments of the market. 

 They should  focus  on the 30-50-year-old segment of the clothing 

market. 

 They should not compete in the 15-30-year-old segment and 

should reduce floor space for these products. 

 They should use the additional space to sell more food. 

 They need to spend more money on advertising and promoting 

their clothes. 

 

Student C 

In your opinion, Jonson’s problem is that it is selling the wrong 

clothes at the wrong price. 

 It doesn’t have enough top-selling products at low prices. 

 The products are not stylish or colourful. 

 The store is dull. It needs to be redecorated in bright colours. 

 It needs to improve the display of the clothes. 

  You think Jonson should focus on the young segment of the market 

(the 15-30 age group). It should recruit a fashion expert with an 

international reputation – someone who knows what to buy and 

when to buy. 
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Useful language 

Asking for  

opinions 

Agreeing Making  

suggestions 

Giving  

opinions 

Disagreeing 

How do you 

feel about…? 

That’s true I think we 

should… 

I think…/I 

don’t think… 

I see/know what 

you mean, but … 

What do you 

think? 

I agree How about…? In my opinion 

…. 

I’m afraid I can’t 

agree. 

What’s your 

opinion? 

Absolutely/ 

Exactly 

Why don’t 

we…? 
‒ 

Maybe, but … 

What’s your 

view? 

I think so 

too 

Maybe/Perhaps 

we could… 
‒ ‒ 

 

 Language focus 

16. Complete the text below with the present simple or the present con-

tinuous forms of the verbs in brackets. 

At the moment I (work) for a cosmetics company. We offer a full 

range of cosmetic products and (sell) cosmetics and toiletries around the 

world. Our main cosmetics brand (dominate) the French market and it (do) 

well in the rest of Europe at the moment, too. In fact, the brand (become) 

more and more popular throughout the world and our market share (grow) 

every day. 

We usually (develop) and (extend) product under our existing brand 

name. The brand is distinctive and (stand) out from the competition. How-

ever, this year we  (create) a completely new brand of cosmetics. 

 

17. Infinitive (to) or gerund  (-ing) 

The verbs often followed by the infinitive:  

to recommend, can’t afford, to decide, I’d like, to refuse, to want, to pre-

tend, to offer, to fail, to promise, to arrange,  to hope, to wish, to plan, to 

forget, to need, to encourage, to allow, to expect. to agree, to intend 

The verbs usually followed by the gerund: 

to dislike, to give up, to consider,  to enjoy, to mind, don’t mind,  to delay, 

to avoid, to remember, to recommend, to deny, to appreciate, can’t stand, 

to look forward to, to suggest, to put off, to practice, to finish, to keep (on), 

to discuss, to mention 
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Verbs followed by the gerund or the infinitive with no difference in 

meaning: 

to propose, to love, to prefer,  to begin, to hate, to continue, to intend, to like 

Verbs followed by the gerund or the infinitive with a difference in 

meaning: 

to stop, to remember, to try, to forget, to regret 

COMPARE: 

Infinitive Gerund 

He stopped to smoke. 

Он остановился покурить. 

He stopped smoking. 

Он перестал курить. 

Judy always remembers to 

lock the door. 

Джуди никогда не забывает 

запирать дверь. 

I remember seeing the Alps for the 

first time. The sight was impressive. 

Я помню, как увидел Альпы в первый 

раз. Зрелище было впечатляющее. 

Sam often forgets to lock the 

door. 

Сэм часто забывает запирать 

дверь. 

I’ll never forget seeing the Alps for 

the first time. 

Я никогда не забуду, как увидел 

Альпы в первый раз. 

I regret to tell you that you 

failed the test. 

К сожалению, должен  сказать 

тебе, что  ты не сдал экзамен. 

I regret lending him some money. 

 

Я сожалею, что одолжил ему деньги. 

I always try to pay my bills on 

time. 

 

 

 

Я всегда стараюсь оплачивать 

свои счета вовремя. 

 

 

The room was hot. I tried opening the 

window, but that didn’t help. So I 

tried turning on the fan, but I was 

still hot. 

 

В комнате было жарко. Я попробо-

вал открыть окно, но это не помог-

ло. Затем я попробовал включить 

вентилятор, но мне все равно было 

жарко. 

Note: “Forget” followed by the Gerund is used in interrogative and 

negative sentences. 
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18. In these sentences two of the verbs are possible and one is incorrect.  

Choose the two correct verbs.  

1. He … to review our quality procedures. 

a) promised   b) delayed   c) wanted 

2. I … improving reliability. 

a) undertook   b) suggested   c) recommended 

3. I … to meet the Quality Director.  

a) decided   b) didn’t mind    c) arranged 

4. She … to check the large order. 

a) refused    b) put off    c) failed 

5. We … to invest in new machinery. 

a) consider   b) hope    c) plan 

 

19. Match these sentence halves:      

1. The board recommends a) to make mistakes with this big order. 

2. The factory can’t afford                       b) producing the faulty product. 

3. The research and devel-

opment department 

should consider 

c) to turn around the company’s reputa-

tion in the coming year. 

4. The new Chief Executive 

promised     

d) outsourcing some of the сompany’s  

functions. 

5. The factory stopped                              e) to accept our apology for the fault. 

6. The customer refused f) changing its policy on product                                                                     

testing. 

 

20. Choose the most appropriate form of the verb from the brackets to 

complete these sentences. 

1. He stopped (working/to work) on the project after three months be-

cause of ill-health. 

2. She was driving in a hurry but she stopped (answering/to answer) her 

mobile phone. 

3. Did you remember (calling/to call) the customer yesterday? 

4. I can’t remember (offering/to offer) you a replacement. 

5. The sales assistant forgot (giving/to give) the customer a discount. 
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6. The customer forgot (completing/to complete) the five-year guarantee 

form. 

7. I always remember (turning/to turn) off all lights before I leave my 

house. 

8. I can remember (being/to be) very proud and happy when I graduated. 

9. Did you remember (giving/to give) Jake my message. 

10. I remember (visiting/to visit) this company when I was on business in 

this town. 

11. What did you forget (doing/to do) before you left for meeting this 

morning? 

12. I’ll never forget (meeting/to meet) my boss for the first time. 

13. I regret (infirming/to inform) you that your loan application has not 

been approved. 

14. I regret not (listening/to listen) to your advice. You were right. 

15. The teacher always tries (explaining/to explain) the problem as clearly 

as possible. 

16. I haven’t been able to get in touch with Susan I tried (calling/to call) 

her. Then I tried (writing/to write) her a letter. I tried (leaving/to leave) 

a message with her brother. Nothing worked. 

 

 Reading 4 

21. Before you read the text, answer this question: 

In your opinion what is meant by a product life cycle?  

Then read the text and complete the table following it.  

 

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES 

The sales of most products change over time, in a recognizable pat-

tern which contains distinct periods or stages. The standard life cycle in-

cludes introduction, growth, maturity and decline stages. 

The introduction stage, following a product’s launch, generally in-

volves slow growth. Only a few innovative people will buy it. There are 

probably no profits at this stage because of the heavy advertising, distribu-

tion and sales promotions expenses involved in introducing a product onto 

the market. Consumers must be aware of the product’s existence and per-
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suaded to buy it. Some producers will apply a market-skimming strategy, 

setting a high price in order to recover development costs. Others will em-

ploy a market-penetration 

strategy, selling the product 

at as low a price as possible 

in order to attain a large 

market share. There is al-

ways a trade-off between 

high current profit and high 

market share. 

During the growth period, ’early adopters’ join the ‘innovators’ 

who were responsible for the first sales, so that sales rise quickly, produc-

ing profits. This generally enables the producer to benefit from economies 

of scale. Competitors will probably enter the market, usually making it 

necessary to reduce prices, but the competition will increase the market’s 

awareness and speed up the adoption process. 

 When the majority of potential buyers have tried or accepted a 

product, the market is saturated, and the product reaches its maturity 

stage. Sales will stabilize at the replacement purchase rate, or will only 

increase if the population increases. The marketing manager has to turn 

consumers’ brand preference into brand loyalty. 

Most products available at any given time are in the maturity stage of 

the life cycle. This stage may last many years, and contain many ups and 

downs due to the use of a succession of marketing strategies and tactics.  

Product managers can attempt to convert non-users, search for new mar-

kets and market segments to enter, or try to stimulate increased usage by 

existing assets. Alternatively they can attempt to improve product quality 

and to add new features, sizes or models, or simply to introduce periodic 

stylistic modifications. They can also modify the other elements of the 

marketing mix, and cut prices, increase advertising, undertake aggressive 

sales promotions, seek new distribution channels, and so on, although here 

additional sales generally come at the cost of reduced profits.  

A product enters the decline period when it begins to be replaced by 

new ones, due to advances in technology, or to changes in fashions and 
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tastes. When the product has clearly entered the decline stage, some manu-

facturers will abandon it in order to invest their resources in more profita-

ble or innovative products. When some competitors choose to withdraw 

from a market, those who remain will obviously gain a temporary in-

crease in sales as customers switch to their product. 

Not all products have this typical life cycle. Some have an immediate 

rapid growth rather than a slow introductory stage. Others never achieve 

the desired sales, and go straight from introduction to maturity, although of 

course this should have been discovered during test marketing before a full-

scale launch. Fads and gimmicks – for example, toys people buy once and 

once only to stick on car windows – have distinct life cycles, both rising and 

declining very quickly. 

 

I. Reasons for no profits at the in-

troduction stage 

1. unawareness of people about the 

product 

2. ………………………………… 

3. ………………………………… 

III. Events at the growth stage 

 

1. increasing market 

2. ………………………… 

3. ………………………… 

4. ………………………… 

II. Strategies used at the introduc-

tion stage 

1. …………………………… 

     2.   …………………………… 

IV. Strategies and tactics used for 

staying in the maturity stage 

1. converting non-users 

2. ……………………………. 

3. ……………………………. 

4. ……………………………. 

5. ……………………………. 

6. …………………………….. 

7. .………………………….. 

V. Results entailed by the decline stage 

1. replacing a product by  new ones 

2. …………………………………… 

3. ……………………………………  

 

22. Summarize the text on the basis of the completed table. 
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23. Which of these statements are true? Correct the false ones. 

1. The introduction stage of a new product is not usu-

ally profitable. 

TRUE/FALSE 

2. During the introduction stage, marketers are trying 

to create brand preference. 

TRUE/FALSE 

3. A producer seeking maximum profits will apply a 

market-penetration strategy. 

TRUE/FALSE 

4. The entry of competitors onto the market will 

make more consumers aware of the product and 

stimulate them to try it. 

TRUE/FALSE 

5. At the maturity stage, producers begin to benefit 

from economics of scale. 

TRUE/FALSE 

6. The maturity stage is generally the longest. TRUE/FALSE 

7. Once the maturity stage is reached, marketers con-

centrate on finding new customers. 

TRUE/FALSE 

8. A product enters the decline stage when it begins 

to become obsolete. 

TRUE/FALSE 

9. A product can experience temporary sales increas-

es during its decline stage. 

TRUE/FALSE 

10. Gimmicks and fads have a particularly long life 

cycle. 

TRUE/FALSE 

 

24. Choose the expressions from the list below to begin the following sen-

tences. 

At first … Secondly, thirdly, etc. Then … 

Initially …  Later … 

To start with …  Later on … 

  Afterwards … 

  Subsequently … 

At this point or stage … Eventually … 

During this time … In time … 

Meanwhile … Ultimately … 
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1. … companies have to advertise and promote heavily. 

2. … companies have to choose between high profit and high market 

strategies. 

3. … competitors will probably enter the market. 

4. … economies of scale begin to lower costs. 

5. … growth is slow and expenses are high. 

6. … marketers have to build up brand loyalty. 

7. … marketers have to turn this awareness into a desire to purchase 

the product.  

8. … new products will appear and begin to replace the existing ones. 

9. … sales begin to rise quickly. 

10.  …sales will only increase if marketers can expand the whole mar-

ket, or find new uses or users for the product. 

11.  … the company will choose to abandon the product. 

12.  … the market will become saturated. 

 

Writing 

25. Translate the following extracts from English into Russian. 

A. The word ‘quality’ seems to have different meanings depending on 

who uses it. Until the 1960s, quality meant the same as excellence: a quali-

ty product was simply the best of its kind, and this is what most people still 

understand by quality. A Longines is the best watch in the world, like a 

Rolls Royce is the best car ever. The fact that very few people need or can 

afford to buy a Longines or a Rolls is considered irrelevant. In the business 

world, however, the word has acquired a new meaning. Quality means 

consistency, a lack of defects; it is relative to what you set out to achieve. 

By these standards, Korean and Japanese cars are very good quality be-

cause they rarely break down. And McDonald’s hamburgers, who are 

roughly the same all over the world, are examples of high quality food. 
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B. According to the old saying, ‘necessity is the mother of invention’. 

Indeed, if we think of the steam engine, the light bulb, or the World Wide 

Web, it seems that these inventions came at the best time. 

On the other hand, some of the products on the market which are pre-

sented as ‘new’ can be quite useless, and can even be an insult to human 

intelligence and creativity. What are we to think, for example, of inven-

tions such as the ‘telescopic golf ball retriever’, or the ‘battery-operated pet 

vacuum cleaner’? 

Perhaps the majority of consumers will always remain passive and de-

pend on what the market has to offer. However, many people still rely on 

their common sense and imagination to find alternative uses for ordinary ob-

jects or already existing products. Try this little experiment: sit back and re-

lax; visualize a drawing pen; then think of five different things you could 

use it for. Most probably, you will soon come up with a lot more than five 

uses. 

 

  Speaking 3 

26. Explain in English what is meant by the following word combina-

tions: 

to have no brand preference or loyalty; 

to be a “brand switcher”; 

products are always at different stages of their life cycle; 

to have long product lines; 

product lines have a tendency to lengthen over time; 

markets are in constant evolution. 

27. a) Here are ten global brands. Match them with products. Can you 

name 10 well-known brands which are their competitors? Name an-

other 5 famous global brands. What products are they connected 

with?  
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b) Here are five famous luxury brands. What are they famous for? Why 

do people pay so much money for these brands? 
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28. Cut out two of your favourite advertisements from a magazine or 

newspaper. Prepare a short presentation of each advertisement. 

Present each one to the members of your group, covering these 

points: 

 Target customers 

 The USP of the product 

 How the ad works in terms of the four stages of ’AIDA’ 

(ATTENTION, INTEREST, DESIRE, ACTION) 

 How the style would have to be changed for other markets 

 

I’d like to show you an ad that really impressed me. 

What do you think of this ad? It shows …. 

This ad seems to be aimed at …. 

According to this ad, the USP of this product is … 

What I don’t like about this ad is … 

 

  Essential words and expressions 

To accept  принимать 

To account for   насчитывать, составлять 

To abandon  отказываться 

(To) aid  помощь, помогать    

To add  добавлять 

Addition  добавление 

Appliances     электробытовые приборы 

An assembly line  сборочная линия 

Asset    капитал, достояние   

An associate    партнёр, коллега 

To attain   достигать 

To bring out  выпускать товар на рынок 

Broad     широкий 

Capital goods  товары производственного назначения 

To carry inventory  хранить запасы 

To cannibalize  вытеснить, поглотить 

A chain  сеть 

Comparison shopping  покупка для сравнения 

Complete  полный 

To confuse with  путать 
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To contain  содержать 

A container  упаковка 

Convenience goods  товары повседневного спроса 

Costs  издержки, расходы 

At the cost of    за счёт чего-либо 

To count for   рассчитывать на 

To convert  превратить тех, кто не покупал това-

ры, в своих клиентов 

A decline  упадок, уменьшение 

To drop an item  убрать товар с рынка 

An early adopter  ранний последователь 

Embarrassing  приводящий в затруднение, замеша-

тельство 

Expense items (goods)  расходные товары 

A fake    подделка 

A full-line company    компания, имеющая насыщенную 

товарную серию 

Growth    бурный рост, развитие 

To gain  получать, добиваться 

A high-end market   рынок более дорогой продукции 

Immediate  прямой, безотлагательный 

An innovator  новатор, пионер 

Introduction  выведение на рынок 

An item  изделие, ходовой товар   

A label  ярлык 

To lack      отсутствовать, недоставать 

Legally  по закону 

A logo  логотип, графический знак фирмы 

A low-end item  дешёвый товар 

Loyalty  приверженность 

Maintenance supplies  эксплуатационные средства снабжения 

Manufacturing changeover  переналадка производства   

Market penetration  внедрение товара на рынок 
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A market-skimming strategy   «снятие сливок» (установление вы-

сокой исходной цены на новый товар 

с целью быстро окупить расходы) 

Maturity  зрелость 

To mesh with   быть связанным 

A middle-range market  рынок потребительских товаров 

средней стоимости 

Non-for-profit firm    некоммерческая организация 

Outright  открытый, прямой 

Positioning  позиционирование (закрепление за 

товаром места на рынке) 

Product line-filling  насыщение товарной серии (ассор-

тимента)   

Product line length   длина товарной серии 

Product line stretching   расширение ассортимента товаров 

A product mix   структура ассортимента товаров, по-

ставляемых на рынок фирмой 

To provoke  вызвать, провоцировать 

Rather than    а не 

Raw material    сырьё 

To recognize   узнавать 

To recover  вернуть обратно, покрывать 

To reduce   уменьшать 

Replacement purchase rate  коэффициент замены (обновления) 

покупки 

To retire   изъять из продажи 

To saturate   насыщать 

To search for   искать 

To seek (sought, sought)    искать, добиваться чего-либо 

To shape image  создавать имидж 

Shopping goods     товары предварительного выбора 

Specialty goods  товары особого спроса 

Steadily  неуклонно 

To strike back  нанести ответный удар 

Succession      последовательность 

A substitute  заменитель 
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To switch to  переходить, переключаться на дру-

гой товар 

Threat  угроза   

A trademark   товарный знак 

Trade-off   выбор, альтернатива 

Warranty  гарантия 

Withdraw  окончание работы, прекращение, 

изъятие 

A wrapper  обёртка 

 

 

 

Unit VI 

PRICING 

 

Preview 

1. Decide what factors should be taken into account while setting the 

price for a product. Make a list of these factors and compare it with 

ones of your group-mates. 

 

 Reading 1 

2. Read the text and answer the following question. 

a) What do internal company factors affecting pricing decisions in-

clude? 

b) What factors are considered to be external environmental factors? 

c) What principal and additional objectives may the company deter-

mine before setting prices? 

d) What should be done by the company to form an effective market-

ing program? 

e) What decisions are made first: pricing decisions or marketing mix 

decisions? 

f) What costs should the price cover? 

g) How does the efficiency of the company affect prices? 

h) How do organizational considerations influence the way of setting 

prices? 
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INTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING PRICE DECISIONS 

A company’s pricing decisions are affected by many internal com-

pany factors and external environmental factors. These factors are shown 

in figure. Internal factors include the company’s marketing objectives, 

marketing mix strategy, costs, and organization. External factors include 

the nature of the market and demand, competition, and other environmental 

factors. 

Marketing objectives. Before setting price, the company must decide 

on its strategy for the product. If the company has selected its target market 

and positioning carefully, then its marketing mix strategy, including price, 

will be fairly straightforward. For example, if General Motors decided to 

produce a new sports car to compete with European sports cars in the high-

income segment, this suggests charging a high price. 

At the same time, the company may seek additional objectives. The 

clearer a firm about its objectives, the easier it is to set price. Examples of 

common objectives are survival, current profit maximization, and product 

quality leadership. 

Marketing-mix strategy. Price is only one of the marketing-mix tools 

that the company uses to achieve its marketing objectives. Price decisions 

must be coordinated with product design, distribution, and promotion deci-

sions to form a consistent and effective marketing program. Decisions 

made for other marketing-mix variables may affect pricing decisions. For 

example, producers who use many resellers expected to support and pro-

mote their products may have to build larger reseller margins into their 

prices. The decision to develop a high-quality position will mean that the 

seller must charge a higher price to cover higher costs. The company often 

makes its pricing decisions first and then bases other marketing-mix deci-

sions on the price it wants to charge. 
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Costs. Costs set the floor for the price that the company can charge 

for its product.  The company wants to charge a price that both covers all 

its costs for producing, distributing, and selling the product and delivers a 

fair rate of return for its effort and risk. A company’s costs may be an 

important element in its pricing strategy. Many companies work to become 

the ‘low-cost producers’ in their industries. Companies with lower costs 

can set lower prices that result in greater sales and profits. 

Organizational considerations. Management must decide who within 

the organization should set prices.  Companies set prices in a variety of 

ways. In small companies, prices are often set by top management rather 

than by the marketing or sales department. In large companies, pricing is 

typically handled by divisional or product-line managers. In industrial 

markets, salespeople may be allowed to negotiate with customers within 

certain price ranges – even so, top management sets the pricing objectives 

and policies and often approves the prices proposed by lower-level man-

agement or salespeople. In industries in which pricing is a key factor (aero-

space, railroads, oil companies), companies will often have a pricing de-

partment to set the best prices or help others in setting them. This depart-

ment reports to the marketing department or top management. Others who 

have an influence on pricing include sales managers, production managers, 

finance managers, and accountants. 

 

3. On the basis of the questions speak on internal factors influencing the 

price decisions. 

 

4. Match words or phrases in the left column to the definitions in the 

right one. 

1. high income segment a. a person who captures, processes and 

communicates financial information 

2. reseller b. to be accountable to 

3. reseller margin c. to put forth for consideration or ac-

ceptance 

4. to deliver a fair  rate of return d. a manager responsible for a total de-

partment 

5. to handle pricing e. to give sufficient profit from invest-

ment 
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6. divisional manager f. to deal with pricing 

7.  to propose g. profit of a reseller as a part or per-

centage of the selling price 

8. to report to h. wholesalers or retailers that buy 

products to resell 

9. accountant i. part of a market with consumers hav-

ing high earnings 

 

5. The following words related to pricing all appear in the text. 

 

survival       charge       internal       to seek         to set 

     to report to      external       additional       to approve 

 

Which of the words in the box suggest the idea of: 

a. being inside 

b. establishing 

c. sanctioning 

d. being extra 

e. being outside 

f. asking payment for 

g. continuing to live or exist after or in spite of 

h. trying to get or aiming at 

i. accountability to 

 

  Reading 2 

6. Look quickly through the text and decide which paragraphs are about 

these subjects. 

-----------  consideration of resellers’ interests in pricing 

----------  the influence of country’s economic factors on pricing  

----------  the market represented by few sensitive sellers 

----------  getting information about competitors’ prices and offers 

----------  differentiation of offers leading to different prices 

----------  conditions under which no one affects market price 

----------  interconnection of price and demand 

----------  regulated and non-regulated monopolies 
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EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING PRICING DECISIONS 

The market and demand. Costs set the lower limit of prices, while the 

market and demand set the upper limit. Before setting prices, the marketer 

must understand the relationship between price and demand for its product. 

The price demand relationship varies for different types of markets. 

Under pure competition, the market consists of many buyers and 

sellers trading in a uniform commodity such as wheat, copper, or finan-

cial securities. No single buyer or seller has much affect on the going mar-

ket price. 

Under monopolistic competition, the market consists of many buyers 

and sellers who trade over a range of prices rather than a single market 

price. A range of prices occurs because sellers can differentiate their offers 

to the buyers. Either the physical product can be varied in quality, features 

or style, or the accompanying services can be varied. Buyers see differ-

ences in sellers’ products and will pay different prices. 

Under oligopolistic competition, the market consists of a few sellers 

who are highly sensitive to each other’s prices and marketing strategies.  

The product can be uniform (steel, aluminum) or non-uniform (cars, com-

puters). The sellers are few because it is difficult for new sellers to enter 

the market. 

A pure monopoly consists of one seller. The seller may be a govern-

ment monopoly (postal service), a private regulated monopoly (a power 

company), or a private non-regulated monopoly. A government monopoly 

might set a price below cost because the product is important to buyers 

who cannot afford to pay full cost or it might set quite a high price to slow 

down consumption. In a regulated monopoly, the government permits the 

company to set rates that will yield a ‘fair return’. Non-regulated monopo-

lies are free to price at what the market will bear. Competitors’ prices and 

offers. Another external factor affecting the company’s pricing decisions is 

competitors’ prices and their possible reactions to the company’s own pric-

ing moves. The company needs to learn the price and quality of each com-

petitor’s offer. It can send out comparison shoppers to price and compare 

other competitors’ products. It can get competitors’ price lists and buy 

competitors’ equipment and take it apart. It can ask buyers how they view 

the price and quality of each competitor’s product. Once the company is 
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aware of competitors’ prices and offers, it can use them as a starting point 

for its own pricing. 

Other external factors. When setting prices, the company must also 

consider other factors in external environment. For example, economic fac-

tors such as inflation, boom, or recession, and interest rates affect pricing 

decisions because they affect both the costs of producing the product and 

consumer perceptions of the product’s price and value. 

The company must consider how resellers will react to various pric-

es. The company should set prices that give resellers a fair profit, encour-

age their support, and help them to sell the product effectively. The gov-

ernment is another important external influence on pricing decisions. Mar-

keters need to know the laws affecting price and make sure their pricing 

policies are legal. 

 

7. Match the verbs to nouns to make word partnerships from the text. 

1. to influence a. consumption 

2. to react b. offers 

3. to view c. a fair return 

4. to send out d. the price and quality of competitor’s product 

5. to compare e. comparison shoppers 

6. to yield f. pricing decisions 

7. to trade g. to various prices 

8. to differentiate h. competitors’ product 

9. to slow down i. a uniform commodity 

 

 Language focus 

8. Translate the following sentences paying attention to the forms and 

functions of participles. 

1. Being informed about making the same product in Taiwan we decided 

to modify our product. 

2. A sample of people having been established, we began to do inter-

views. 

3. Having been tried and repurchased by a lot of people the product was 

launched in a large geographical area. 

4. The results obtained in testing told that something was wrong with the 

product tried. 
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5. Being very busy he was not able to take the visitor. 

6. Money permitting, we’ll increase advertising and sales promotion. 

7. Having done the market research they discussed the results obtained. 

8. Being told about his ring I immediately called him back. 

9. Time permitting, we’ll come back to this question. 

10.  A lot of research and testing having been done, we launched the 

product. 

11.  Pricing decisions having been made, the company management made 

other marketing mix decisions. 

12.  Seeking high profitability the company may shorten its product lines. 

 

9. Choose the proper form of the participle. 

1. Special attention must be paid to the opinions of consumers (inter-

viewing/being interviewed) by market researchers. 

2. Many companies have a product mix (having been consist-

ed/consisting) of a number of products. 

3. The question (having been discussed/discussed) at the meeting yes-

terday concerned the method of survey research. 

4. Records of sales (keeping/being kept) by an accountant department is 

an important source of information for management. 

5. (Having been collected/having collected) the information was studied 

carefully. 

6. Top management approved the prices (proposing/proposed) by low-

er-level management. 

7. Another external factor (being affected/affecting) the company’s 

pricing decisions is competitors’ prices. 

8. The problem (being discussed/having been discussed) now deals 

with upgrading the product. 

9. (Having set/having been set) lower prices the company got greater 

sales and profits. 

10.  Producer (used/using) many resellers have to set higher prices. 

11.  (Having got/getting) the information about competitors’ prices and of-

fers the company used it as a starting point for its own pricing.  
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 Writing  

10. Translate the text in a written form. 

 

BOOST BRANDS AND PROFITS WITH THE RIGHT PRICE 

Pricing is the second of the four ‘Ps’ of the marketing mix.  Much in-

novation and energy has been focused on the other three Ps – product, 

place or (distribution) and promotion. Yet marketers have neglected the in-

novativepotential of pricing. For example, managers need to develop a 

keen sense of the value of their products relative to those of competitors. 

Lower-priced competitors can severely damage consumers’ perceptions of 

value in an industry by encouraging customers to make lower prices priori-

ty rather than any product or service benefits. 

The emergence of discount airlines is a prime example of this: South-

west Airlines, the highly successful low-cost US airline, increased its share 

of domestic flight revenue from 3.2 percent in 1990 to 12.9  in 2002. 

Ryamair and EasyJet have seen similar success in Europe. However, com-

petitors can fight back. Jet Blue - launched in February 2000 in New York 

-  does not offer the lowest fares on the market, yet succeeds via a benefit-

led advertising message to consumers. It trades on such features as its in-

flight comforts, 24 channels of DirecTV and industry-leading punctuality. 

In July 2004 Jet Blue delivered its 14
th
 consecutive quarter of profit and a 

14.1 percent operating margin. 

Bottled water brands have always faced low-priced competition – 

namely tap water – yet have seen remarkable growth in the past decade by 

differentiation and focus on benefits. Own-label brands from supermarkets 

grew by 19 percent in the UK market in 2003. Danone Waters launched 

Volvic Revive, a mineral water based sports drink, and grew by 29 percent 

in 2003. Other big brands focused on different qualities. Evian’s Nomad 

bottle, aimed at outdoor types, carries a belt loop, while Lakeland Willow’s 

Spring Water contains salacin, a naturally occurring aspirin, which com-

bats heart disease. If they offer genuine value to consumers, such benefits 

allow producers to sustain or raise prices. 

Misperceptions are particularly common in product launches, where 

managers often set the price of new products too low. Take a historical ex-

ample. In August 1959, the British Motor Corporation lost its nerve on the 

eve of the original launch of the Mini, reducing the planned list price to 
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just below the £500 level – the level of perceived psychological im-

portance. The car was an instant sales success and demand outstripped 

supply. However, profitability was so low over the early years that it was 

hard for the company to invest in the car’s subsequent development. 

 

 Listening 

11. You will listen to a conversation involving the Sales Manager of a 

motor agency and two of his salesmen. The problem they are dis-

cussing is the sale of the old models which are in their showrooms.  

Now listen to the tape. As you listen make a list of suggestions made 

by the salesmen in the space below. 

1 ------------------ 5 ----------------- 

2 ----------------- 6 ---------------- 

3 ----------------- 7 ---------------- 

4 ----------------  

 

Sales manager:  Right – we’ve got a problem. We have a showroom full 

of cars and now manufacturers want us to take delivery 

of at least 12 new models. We haven’t got the space so 

what are we going to do about getting rid of the old 

models? 

Salesman 1:      How about reducing the price of the old models by 10%: 

quite a few people would be attracted by that I imagine. 

Salesman 2:      It might be a good idea to keep the price as normal, but 

add extras to each car free of charge – you know, things 

like radios, digital clocks, spotlights and so on. Most 

buyers like to think they’re getting something for noth-

ing. 

Salesman 1:      Yes, all right. And what do you think about offering free 

petrol for say, 200 miles? 

Sales manager:  I like the idea, but I suggest that you two work out the 

costs first. Don’t let’s give away too much. 

Salesman 2:       Don’t you think we should also check around the other 

agents too? After all they may have customers waiting 

for old models and they could take some of ours. 

Sales manager:   Yes, good idea. We could do that first. 
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Salesman 1:       If the costs aren’t too high, I think we should take a who- 

le-page advert in the local paper. 

Sales manager:  We could certainly do that. OK. Why don’t you two pre-

pare the figures for me and we’ll meet again at 4.00 p.m. 

 

 Speaking 1 

12. Here is some of the language you have just heard. 

Notice how it is used to make firm (xxx), neutral (xx) and weak sug-

gestions (x). 

FIRM SUGGESTIONS (XXX) 

I think we should take a whole-page advert. 

Don’t you think we should also check around the other agents? 

NEUTRAL SUGGESTONS (XX) 

How about reducing the price of the old models by 10 %? 

Why don’t you two prepare the figures? 

I suggest that you two work out the costs first. 

WEAK SUGGESTIONS (X) 

It might be a good idea to keep the price as normal. 

What do you think about offering free petrol for 200 miles? 

Use the table to make suggestions for the problems facing your small 

company. 

 

PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS 

1. Productivity low XX Increase automated equipment 

2. Lack of worker satisfaction XXX Diversify job responsibilities 

3. Cash-flow shortages XXX Increase short-term borrow-

ing facilities 

4. Long-term investment difficulties XX Discuss long-term overdraft 

scheme 

5. Increased raw material prices X  Buy in bulk 

6. Difficulty in evaluating market 

potential 

XX  Improve forecasts 

7. Insufficient market coverage XX  Employ more sales reps 

8. Poor management-worker rela-

tionship 

X Increase worker participation in 

decision-making 
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 Speaking 2 

13. Role play the negotiation below between a shop owner and a choco-

late manufacturer. Be diplomatic. 

Shop owner Chocolate manufacturer 

 You want to order 50 boxes of 

deluxe chocolates at the quoted 

price. 

 You get a bonus if the order is 

over 100 boxes. 

 You want a 20% discount.                  

 

 You don’t give a discount for   

orders of less than 100 boxes. 

 You want 30 days’ credit.  You want payment on delivery. 

 You want delivery in 2 weeks.     You can deliver in 3 weeks. 

 

Useful language 

 

Diplomatically giving 

bad news 

Using speculative  

language 

 

Using a past form to 

express disappoint-

ment 

I’m sorry, we weren’t 

able to agree on this. 

It would probably ar-

rive late. 

We were hoping for 

… 

I’m afraid your price is 

rather high. 

It could be a problem. We were expecting … 

‒ 
It may be difficult to 

deliver. 
‒ 

‒ 
We might not be able 

to do that. 
‒ 

 

  Follow up 

14. Discuss in pairs or groups and suggest solutions to the following 

problem: 

An airline company has found itself involved in a price-cutting war. Its 

competitors are reducing their prices almost daily in order to remain the 

cheapest on the market. 
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  Essential words and expressions 

To accompany                    сопровождать, сопутствовать 

An accountant                    бухгалтер 

To afford                            позволить себе 

To approve                         одобрять, утверждать 

To charge                           назначать цену 

Commodity   товар 

Consistent   постоянный, последовательный,  

согласующийся 

Consumption     потребление, расходование 

Consideration   соображение, учет, важность, значи-

тельность 

A divisional manager   руководитель отдела 

To expect                              ожидать, предполагать 

External     внешний 

Fair(ly)   достаточный, достаточно, довольно                                    

Floor     минимальный уровень цены     

To handle                             осуществлять, производить, регулиро-

вать, обрабатывать 

A high-income segment      сегмент рынка с покупателями, име-

ющими высокий доход 

An interest rate   процентная ставка 

Internal   внутренний 

A law                                    закон 

Leadership   лидерство 

To make sure                        удостовериться, убедиться 

(To) move                            изменяться, изменение (цены)   

To negotiate                          вести переговоры 

Perception   восприятие 

To propose                            предлагать 

Pure   чистый 

A rate                                    тариф, ставка 

A rate of return                     норма прибыли, коэффициент окупае-

мости 

Recession   спад 

Relationship   связь, взаимосвязь, взаимопонимание 
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To report to                          подчиняться, отчитываться перед 

А reseller                      посредник (оптовый или розничный 

торговец, покупающий продукт, что-

бы перепродать его) 

Reseller margin   маржа, прибыль посредника как часть 

или процент от цены продаж 

Securities   ценные бумаги 

To set a price                        установить цену 

To slow down                     замедлить, снизить 

Straightforward   прямой, открытый, честный 

To suggest                           предполагать 

To take apart                        разбирать отдельно (по частям) 

Uniform   однородный 

Value   стоимость, ценность 

To view                                рассматривать, оценивать 

To yield                                приносить (доход) 

 

 

 

Unit VII 

PLACING PRODUCTS 

 

Preview 

1. Discuss these questions. 

a. Can you name some of the most famous international wholesalers 

who operate under their own name? 

b. Why do you think channels of distribution (wholesalers, retailers, 

jobbers) are needed in business? 

 

 Reading 1 

2. Read the text and answer these questions. 

a) Two main advantages from using middlemen are referred to in the 

following text. Which are they? 

b) According to the text what functions do the members of the market-

ing channel perform? 
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WHY DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS ARE USED  

AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 

Most producers use middlemen to bring their products to market. 

They try to forge a distribution channel. A distribution channel is a set of 

independent organizations involved in the process of making a product or 

service available for use or consumption by the consumer or industrial us-

er. Producers gain certain advantages from using middlemen.  

 Many producers lack the financial resources to carry out direct 

marketing. The use of middlemen largely boils down to their greater effi-

ciency in making goods available to target markets. Through their contacts, 

experience, specialization, and scale of operation, middlemen usually offer 

the firm more than it can achieve on its own. 

Figure shows one way that using middlemen can provide economies. 

Part A shows three producers each using direct marketing to reach three 

customers. The system requires nine different contacts. Part B shows the 

three producers working through one distributor, who contacts the three 

customers. This system requires only six contacts. In this way, middlemen 

reduce the amount of work that must be done by both producers and con-

sumers. 

 

A. Number of contacts   B. Number of contacts 

 

       M ∙ C = 3 ∙ 3 = 9     M + C = 3 + 3 = 6 

   M = Manufacturer          C = Customer      D = Distributor 
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From the economic system’s point of view, the role of middlemen is 

to transform the assortment of products made by producers into assortment 

wanted by consumers. Producers make narrow assortments of products in 

large quantities. But consumers want broad assortments of products in 

small quantities. In the distribution channels, middlemen buy the large 

quantities of many producers and break them down into the smaller quanti-

ties and broader assortments wanted by consumers. Thus, middlemen play 

an important role in matching supply and demand. 

Members of the marketing channel perform many key functions: 

* Information – gathering and distributing marketing research and   

  intelligence information. 

* Promotion – developing and spreading persuasive communica-

tion about an offer. 

* Contact – finding and communicating with prospective buyers. 

* Matching – shaping and fitting the offer to the buyer’s needs in-

cluding such activities as manufacturing, grading, assembling, and pack-

aging. 

 * Negotiation – reaching an agreement on price and other terms of 

the offer. 

* Physical distribution – transporting and storing goods. 

* Financing – acquiring and using funds to cover costs of the chan-

nel work. 

* Risk taking – assuming the risk of carrying out the channel work. 

The first five functions help to complete transactions, the last three 

help fulfill the completed transactions. 

 

3. Use these words or phrases from the text to answer the questions below. 

to gain advantage middlemen to negotiate 

to fit something to to carry out to spread 
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Which word or phrase: 

a) is a general term for intermediaries such as agents, brokers, mer-

chants and wholesalers? 

b) refers to distributing over an area? 

c) means adapting to something? 

d) leads to the agreement about prices or wages? 

e) means putting something into operation? 

f) refers to getting benefit from something? 

 

  Reading 2 

 

NUMBER OF CHANNEL LEVELS 

Distribution channels can be described by the number of channel 

levels.  Each layer of middlemen that perform some work in bringing the 

product and its ownership closer to the final buyer is a channel level. Be-

cause the producer and the final consumer both perform some work, they 

are part of every channel. Figure shows several consumer distribution 

channels of different lengths. 

Channel 1, called a direct-marketing channel, has no intermediary level. It 

consists of a manufacturer selling directly to consumers. For example, 

Zinger sells its sewing machines through its own stores. Channel 2 con-

tains one middleman level. In consumer markets, this level is typically a 

retailer. For example, large retailers sell televisions, furniture, major appli-

ances and many other products that they buy directly from manufacturers. 

Channel 3 contains two middlemen levels. In consumer markets, these lev-

els are typically a wholesaler and a retailer. This channel is often used by 

small manufacturers of food, drug, hardware, and other products. Chan-

nel4 contains three middlemen levels. In the meatpacking industry for ex-

ample, jobbers usually come between wholesalers. The jobber buys from 

wholesalers and sell to smaller retailers who are not generally served by 

larger wholesalers.  Distribution channels with more levels are sometimes 

found, but less often. Of course the more levels, the greater the channel’s 

complexity. 
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A. Customer Marketing Channels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Industrial Marketing Channeks 

The industrial-goods producer can use its own sales force to sell di-

rectly to industrial customers. It can also sell to industrial distributors who 

in turn sell to industrial customers.  It can sell through manufacturer’s rep-

resentatives or its own sales branches to industrial customers, or use them 

to sell through industrial distributors. Thus zero-, one-, and two-level dis-

tribution channels are common in industrial goods markets.  

 

4. Which of the following statements are true or false. Correct the false 

ones. 

a) Industrial goods markets use two- and three- level distribution 

channels. 

b) The industrial-goods producer can sell its products to industrial cus-

tomers through its own sales branches. 

c) Small retailers are usually served by large wholesalers. 

d) Small manufactures of food typically use channels with two mid-

dlemen. 

e) If the company sells its products through its own stores it uses a di-

rect-marketing channel. 
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5. Match these phrases from the text with their meanings. 

a) brings the product closer to the 

buyer 

1) something usual you can find in 

places trading goods for manufac-

tures 

b) leads to greater marketing 

channel complexity 

2) can do with  salespeople em-

ployed by the firm 

c) uses company’s own sales 

force 

3) results in much more complicated 

passage for goods 

d) common in industrial goods 

market 

4) fetches the goods nearer to con-

sumers 

 

 Writing 1                          

6. Rewrite the passage filling in the blanks from the words below. 

 

TRANSPORT BY AIR 

If the customer wants the goods … they can be sent by aircraft. It may 

be that important machinery has broken down and … pаrts are required to 

avoid an … hold-up in production. Or it may be that medical supplies are 

called for to … an epidemic. In such a situation time might be of the es-

sence. 

Another case where air transport will be used is where the goods       

are … . Flowers are grown in the Scilly Isles off  the south-west coast of 

England. Because of the … climate the flowers bloom in the Scillies before 

elsewhere in Britain. Cut flowers are in great demand in the Spring, espe-

cially on Mother’s Day, when all … children are expected to … their 

mothers with flowers. The flowers are flown from the Scilly Isles to Lon-

don so as to catch the lucrative market. If they were sent by ship they 

would arrive too late and be in poor shape. The condition of racehorses  is 

also of concern to the owners. Before a big race the horses need to be 

brought to a … of condition. If they had to spend days or even weeks on 

the ocean their … would be interrupted and they could be … disturbed. Of 

course an air trip is also likely to … them, but they will soon be back on 

firm ground and the … will be quickly forgotten. In this way hey can be 

raced on … tracks and win big prizes to their owners.  

Though air freight rates are comparatively expensive, they will be less 

of a … when goods are small in …  but high in value. Items like gold bul-

lions  and … gems might be flown to their destinations. In the case of … 

ingots, if they were sent by sea, for example, there would be many weeks 
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during which the … was at risk. By contrast, when an aircraft carries gold 

to its destination the costs of security guards and insurance policies are … 

reduced. 

Perhaps the major weakness of air transport, apart of its expenses, is 

that there are a limited number of … running the services which are re-

quired. It is usually necessary to start and … the journey on some sort of 

motor vehicle. 

 

finish precious emotionally expensive 

spare bulk training combat 

airports burden peak perishable 

greatly foreign present favourable 

consignment experience caring urgently 

gold unsettle   

 

 Vocabulary focus 

7. Choose the phrase A, B or C, which best completes each sentence. 

1) Because a train runs on fixed tracks… 

a) it can be timetabled to stop at more stations. 

b) it can carry more passengers. 

c) it is not subject to traffic jams. 

2) When a particular railway service becomes unprofitable… 

a) it may help the situation if fares are lowered. 

b) it will help the situation if fares are lowered. 

c) it will not help the situation if fares are lowered. 

3) Because most journeys do not start and end at railway stations 

a) support transport is not normally required at the terminals. 

b) support transport is usually required at the terminals. 

c) support transport is occasionally required at the terminals. 

4) Time of arrival and departure for trains can be given with greater ac-

curacy than… 

a) for lorries or coaches because road transport is slower. 

b) for aircraft because airports are congested. 

c) for other forms of transport. 

5) Heavy and bulky freight can be carried overland comparatively 

cheaply by rail because… 

a) bigger loads can be carried in a single haul. 

b) the loads can be conveyed at night. 

c) railway workers wages are  low. 
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6) When railway lines are closed down because they are uneconomic… 

a) the workers will have to find jobs in other industries. 

b) the workers will not be able to find jobs in other industries. 

c) some of the workers may lose their jobs. 

7) If the government spent substantially more on the development of 

motorways … 

a) they would also have to subsidize the railways. 

b) it would probably make the railways less profitable. 

c) it would encourage more freight to be sent by rail. 

8) A Eurotunnel between England and France … 

a) will make French goods more expensive in England. 

b) will encourage more Britons to go abroad for their holidays. 

c) will improve the British economy by encouraging tourism. 

 

8. Match the words given below with the dictionary definitions which 

follow. 

capacity terminus tanker freighter 

haulier consignee freight carrier 

exporter merchant consigner ferry 

a) A shuttle service, usually waterborne and crossing a river or channel. 

b) A person or firm carrying goods as a business. 

c) A cargo carrying ship or aircraft. 

d) The person who is arranging for goods to be delivered. 

e) Another name for cargo or goods to be delivered. 

f) A vehicle used for carrying liquid, usually oil. 

g) A wholesale trader especially with a foreign country. 

h) The person to whom goods are being delivered. 

i) The end or start of a bus or coach route. 

j) A person or firm who sells goods abroad. 

k) One who is engaged in transporting goods by road 

l) The maximum amount that can be contained in a vessel. 

 

Writing 2 

9. You are working in the office of a London merchant who buys and 

sells a great variety of goods from all over the world. You have just re-

ceived the following letter from a new customer in Malaysia. 
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You are to reply to the letter indicating the mode of transport to be em-

ployed for both consignments. You are also to question the apparent 

error in the increased cost of carriage by air. 

 

Thomas Tan & Son 

51 Jalan 92199, Damansara Jaya, 47400 Petaling, Jaya, Selangor, Ma-

laysia 

Telephone 033 262626 Fax 033 252525 

date as postmark 

Messrs J P Hall Ltd 

Import and export Merchants 

Finsbury Square 

Carbury 

Berkshire RG33 BQP 

 

Dear Sirs, 

I was pleased to receive your order for my company’s livestock and I will 

be pleased to send these on to you in six week time as arranged. It would 

help me to know how you would like the current order of small tropical 

fish to be transported. As explained in our catalogue the fish are packed 

in specially insulated plastic containers which should keep them in good 

condition for up twenty days after leaving here. We can send them by air 

or by sea, as you wish, but by air the cost of carriage which we will in-

voice to you, will be increased by 25% - from £60 to £80.  

 

As you will know you have also ordered some pythons for later in the 

year. These will travel much more easily in the large reinforced crates 

we provide, they simply go to sleep if the temperature falls, unlike the 

fish. Perhaps while writing you will let us know the method of transport 

preferred for both these consignments. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sebastian Tan 
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 Language focus 

10. Here is the language to express degrees of certainty. 

CERTAINTY (**) 

These items will certainly be ready in March. 

These items will definitely be ready in March. 

PROBABILTY (*) 

The items should be delivered in June. 

We’ll probably manage delivery in April. 

We are likely to receive them in June.  

POSSIBILITY (?) 

They may/might/could be ready in March. 

You could get them next month.  

IMPROBABILITY (X) 

There’s not much chance of receiving them next month. 

I’m afraid that’s unlikely. 

 

Use the table to complete the sentences below. 

Production targets 

Months 
Units 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Jan * x ‒ ‒ ‒ 

Feb ** ? x ‒ ‒ 

Mar ** * x ‒ ‒ 

Apr ** ** ? ‒ ‒ 

May ** ** * ? ‒ 

Jun ** ** ** x ‒ 

1. In January, production … reach 1000 units. 

2. However, it … reach 2000 units in January. 

3. In February, we ... produce 2000 units. 

4. In March, there’s … reaching 3000 units. 

5. In April, the company … produce 2000 units and we … reach 3000 

units. 

6. In May, the company … produce 3000 units and we … go as high as 

40000. 

7. In June, production … rise to 3000 units but there’s … reaching 4000 

units. 
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11. Complete the sentences with the correct auxiliary. 

1) As we already represent three major brands, Siemens probably … 

offer us an exclusive contract. 

a) won’t                   b) will                  c) must 

2) I can’t believe there are so many complaints about our new range of 

biscuits. There ….  be something wrong with one of the ingredients. 

a) must                     b) should               c) can 

3) I’m worried that if we don’t meet the deadline, we … lose this client.  

a) will                       b) can                     c) are likely 

4) Sales … very likely to continue to rise till the summer. 

a) should                  b) are                      c) will 

5) The deluxe model … not be as successful this year as it was last 

year. 

a) could                     b) might                  c) must 

6) They haven’t done any market research, so these figures … be accu-

rate. 

a) can’t                       b) mustn’t                c) might 

7) There is no doubt about it any more. The planning authority … agree 

to our request. 

a) definitely won’t      b) is likely to           c) probably will 

8) They …be doing well because they have just closed down two of 

their subsidiaries. 

a) mustn’t                    b) shouldn’t              c) can’t 

9) Unfortunately, our competitors … most probably launch a similar 

product at about the same time. 

a) must                          b) may                      c) will 

10) We can’t make a firm prediction at this stage, but we … be able to 

get the new model out in time for the spring trade fair. 

a) won’t                         b) shouldn’t              c) might not         

 

  Listening 

12. Listen to the tape on which a clothes retailer is talking to his suppli-

ers about the delivery dates of various items of clothing. As you listen, 

indicate on the table below whether the delivery months are certain, 

probable, possible or improbable. Use the following symbols: 

** = certain * = probable ? = possible x = improbable 
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Items 

February 

(next 

month) 

March April May June 

Men’s suits      

Sports jackets      

Dresses      

Ladies’ sweaters      

Swimsuits      

Skirts      

 

Receptionist:   

Order clerk:   

Kline:  

 

 

Order clerk:   

Kline:             

Order clerk:  

 

 

Kline:                

Order clerk:   

Kline:             

Order clerk: 

Kline:            

 

 

 

Order clerk:     

 

Kline:  

 

Order clerk:     

 

Kline:               

 

Order clerk:     

I’ll just put you through to dispatch section. 

Dispatch section here. 

Morning, this is Mr. Kline of D and Bs. I’m just phoning 

about the delivery of our order. First, what about the men’s 

suits. 

Yes, the suits will certainly be ready in March. 

Good, and what about the sports jackets? 

They may be ready in March too. But, at this stagewe’renot 

certain. We’ll be able to give you a defnite answer next 

month. 

OK, how about the dresses? 

They should be delivered in June. 

Right, then there’s the ladies’ sweaters? 

It depends on the mill, but you could get them next month. 

That would be fine. We’re running very short  of swimsuits 

and what with the spring season approaching, we’re keen 

to know what the position there is. Will they be ready in 

March? 

I’m afraid that’s unlikely. But we’ll probably manage them 

in April. 

Lastly, how are the skirts coming along? You said that 

we’d have them next month. 

I’m sorry, there’s not much chance of that but they’ll de-

fininetely be ready in March.  

OK, that’s fine for now. We’ll no doubt be in touch again 

soon. Bye. 

Bye, Mr. Kline. 
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 Speaking 

13. Reproduce the following dialogue in parts. 

A. I’ve seen your Drilling Rig Model B-3 in operation. 

B. How did you find it? 

A. Oh, I am quite satisfied with its efficiency. 

B. We thought you would be. We’ve been selling the machines for the 

last few years and all our customers are satisfied with them. 

A. The machine is certainly good. Now there are some points I’d like to 

discuss. Can you make us an offer for shipment in April …. May? 

B. Yes, in how many lots would you like the machines to be shipped? 

A. In two lots of 5 machines each. 

B. We could ship the first lot at the beginning of April and the second in 

the middle of May. Is that all right? 

A. Yes, that suits us very well. 

 

   Follow up 

14. Make up the dialogue based on the following situation. You are inter-

ested in Machine-tools Model A-55. You need the machine- tools for 

immediate shipment. Get in touch with Mr. Brown and find out their 

terms of delivery and time of delivery. 

Compose the dialogue using the given words and combinations. 

Discussing the Seller’s Failure to Observe the Delivery Dates 

THE SELLER THE BUYER 

to suspend deliveries (прекратить,  

приостановить)        

to be regarded as (считаться) 

because of                                                 contingency (непредвиденные об-

стоятельства)    

to bear responsibility (нести от-

ветственность)   

beyond your control (вне, за пре-

делами) 

a postponement (отсрочка) to cover the point (включить 

пункт) 

to make amendments  (внести из-

менения) 

unfair settlement (несправедливое 

решение) 

to be delayed to come to an agreement 

it’s fair enough (достаточно  

справедливо) 
‒ 
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  Essential words and expressions 

To acquire   приобретать, получать 

Assembling   сборка 

To boil down   сводиться к   

To carry out   выполнять, осуществлять 

Communication   информация, передача и приём 

информации, общение, контакты 

Complexity   сложность 

Drug   лекарство 

To fit to   приспосабливать, прилаживать, 

подгонять 

To forge                                    придумать, изобрести 

Funds   средства, деньги, капитал 

From one’s point of view   с чьей-либо точки зрения 

To gain an advantage   извлекать выгоду 

Grading   сортировка 

Hardware   скобяные изделия 

Intelligence   разведка, интеллект 

A jobber                                    оптовый торговец 

A layer   уровень, слой 

Ownership   собственность 

Persuasive   убедительный 

To reach an agreement             достичь договорённости 

A sales branch                          торговый филиал 

Sales force   работники торговли 

To shape                                   создавать, формировать, разраба-

тывать, приспосабливать   

To spread (spread, spread)        распространять 

To store                                     хранить, складировать 

А term     условие 

A transaction                               сделка 

In turn                                          в свою очередь 
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Unit VIII 

PROMOTIONAL TOOLS 

Preview 

1. What kind of o sales promotions do you perceive best of all and why? 

 coupons giving price reduction? 

 discount for buying a large quantity? 

 free samples? 

 price reductions in shops? 

 packets offering 20 % extra? 

 competitions? 

 

 Reading 1 

2. Read the text and then decide which of the three summaries following 

the text most fully and accurately expresses its main ideas. 

 

TYPES OF PROMOTIONAL TOOLS 

Marketing is often defined as a matter of identifying consumer needs 

and developing the goods and services that satisfy them. This involves de-

veloping the right product, pricing it attractively, and making it available to 

the target customers, by persuading distributors and retailers to stock it.  

But it is also necessary to inform potential consumers of the product’s ex-

istence, its features, and its advantages, and to persuade them to try it.  

There are generally several stages involved in a consumer’s decision to 

buy a new product. A well-known acronym for this process is AIDA, 

standing for Attention, Interest, Desire, and Action. According to the fa-

miliar “4P’s” formulation of the marketing mix – product, price, place, and 

promotion – attracting attention, arousing interest, and persuading the 

consumer to act are all part of promotion. Marketing textbooks conven-

tionally distinguish four basic promotional tools: advertising, sales promo-

tion, public relations, and personal selling, which together make up the 

marketing communications mix. 

For consumer goods, the most important tool is generally advertising. 

As well as advertising particular brands, companies also carry out prestige, 

or institutional advertising, designed to build up the company’s name or 
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image. Advertising is often combined with sales promotion, such as free 

samples, coupons and competitions.  

For industrial goods, particularly specialized ones, the most im-

portant tool is often personal selling. Sales reps can build up relationships 

with company buyers, and can be very useful in persuading them to choose 

a particular product.  

 

The fourth promotional tool is public relations (frequently abbreviat-

ed as PR): activities designed to improve or maintain or protect a compa-

ny’s or product’s image. Public relations includes things like company 

publications, most notably the annual report, sponsorship, community re-

lations programmes, the lobbying of politicians, and the creation of news 

stories, all designed to get publicity for the company or a particular prod-

uct. Unlike paid advertising, publicity is any (favorable) mention of a 

company’s products that is not paid for, in any medium received by a com-

pany’s customers or potential customers. Companies often attempt to place 

information in news media to draw attention to a product or service. 

Quite apart from financial considerations, the advantage of publicity is 

that it is generally more likely to be read and believed than advertising.  It 
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can have a great impact on public awareness that could not even be 

achieved by a massive amount of advertising. 

Within the limit of their budget, marketers have to find the optimal 

communications mix of advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, and 

publicity, without neglecting the other elements of the marketing mix, i.e. 

the possibility of improving the product, lowering its price, or distributing 

it differently. 

 

FIRST SUMMARY 

Marketing involves making a good, cheap product and convincing cus-

tomers to buy it by way of a good communications mix. For consumer 

goods, this is generally done with advertising and sales promotions. For 

specialized industrial goods, this is done by personal selling. Publicity, 

such as favourable mentions of a company’s products in news media, is 

also useful. 

SECOND SUMMARY 

Marketing involves four basic elements: advertising, sales promotion, 

public relations, and persona; selling.  The first three of these are used for 

consumer goods. These tools, along with product improvement, price re-

ductions, and distribution channel innovations, make up communications 

mix. 

 

THIRD SUMMARY 

Marketing involves producing the right product, pricing it attractively, 

making it available to potential customers, and promoting it. With con-

sumer goods, this largely involves advertising and sales promotions. For 

industrial goods, personal selling is often more important. Publicity is al-

so a useful tool as it is cheaper and generally more credible than advertis-

ing. Marketers have to combine these tools to create the best possible 

communications mix. 

 

3. Translate the highlighted expressions in the text into your own lan-

guage. 
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4. Match up the following verb-noun collocations from the text. 

1. to satisfy                                    a. an impact 

2. to develop                                  b. attention 

3. to inform                                    c. consumers 

4. to build up                                 d. needs 

5. to lobby                                      e. politicians 

6. to draw                                       f. producers   

7. to believe                                   g. publicity  

8. to have                                       h. relationships 

 

5. Speak on Promotion as part of the Marketing mix using the scheme on 

page 107. 

 

6. Select the correct alternatives to complete the text. 

 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising informs consumers about the existence and benefits of 

products and services, and attempts to persuade them to buy them. The best 

form of advertising is free (1) … advertising, which occurs when satisfied 

customers recommend products or services to their friends, but very few 

companies rely on this alone. 

Large companies could easily set up their own advertising depart-

ments but they tend to hire the services of a/an (2) … A contract to pro-

duce the advertisements for a specific company, product, or service is 

known as a/an (3) … .  The client company generally decides on its adver-

tising (4) …, the amount of money it plans to spend in developing its ad-

vertising and buying media time and space.  It also provides a (5) …, or a 

statement of the objectives of the advertising, as well as an overall adver-

tising strategy concerning what (6) … is to be communicated.  The choice 

how and where to advertise (newspapers and magazine ads, radio and tele-

vision commercials, cinema ads, posters on hoardings (GB) or bill-

boards (US), point-of-purchase displays in stores, mailings of leaflets, 

brochures or booklets, and so on),  and in what proportions, is called a (7) 

…  The set of customers whose needs a company plans to satisfy, and 

therefore to expose to an advertisement are known as the (8) … market. 

The advertising of a particular product or service during a particular period 

of time is called an advertising (9) … . 
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Favorable mentions of a company’s products or services, in any me-

dium read, viewed or heard by a company’s customers or potential cus-

tomers, that are not paid for, are called (10) … . 

 

a. mouth-to-mouth       b. mouth-to-year            c. word-of-mouth 

a. advertising agency   b. advertising company c. public relations com-

pany 

a. account                     b. arrangement                c. deal 

a. campaign                  b. budget c. effort  

a. brief                          b. dossier                         c. message 

a. facts                          b. message                       c. opinions 

a. medium plan             b. medias plan                 c. media plan 

a. aimed                         b. segmented                   c. target 

a. campaign                   b. mix                              c. plan 

a. promotions                 b. publicity                      c. public relations 

 

  Reading 2 

 

PERSONAL SELLING 

What do I do? I’m a salesman. Well, actually, because there are sev-

eral women in our sales force, I guess I should say I’m a salesperson or a 

sales representative, or a sales rep for short.  My job is to contact existing 

and prospective customers. Some salespeople are based in companies’ offic-

es, but I’ve always worked “in the field”, traveling and visiting customers. 

You know, sales reps are often the only person from company that 

customers ever see, so we’re an extremely important channel of infor-

mation. Someone calculated a long time ago that the majority of new prod-

uct ideas come from customers, via sales reps.  So our tasks include pro-

specting for customers, communicating information to them about our 

company’s products and services, helping the customers with possible 

technical problems, and gathering market research information. Since we 

have to be able to recognize customers’ needs and problems, we often col-

laborate with engineers, particularly for technical problems, and with 

market researchers. 
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The trouble with personal selling is that it’s the most expensive ele-

ment in the marketing mix, so most firms only use it sparingly, often as a 

complement to advertising.  Sales reps like me are more often necessary 

for closing deals than for providing initial information. 

But these days we think about more than making a single deal. I 

mean, head office keep reminding us of “the marketing concept”, and tell-

ing us not to think about making short-term sales but about solving cus-

tomers’ problems, bringing back information, achieving long-term sales, 

and maximizing profits. We have to know all about the company and its 

products, about the customers, and about competitors. Of course, we have 

also to know how to give an effective sales presentation! 

In this company, each salesperson is allocated a particular territory 

in which to represent our entire range of products. This allows us to culti-

vate personal contacts, and means we don’t have to travel too much. But I 

know other companies with highly diversified products or customers that 

prefer to have different sales reps for different products, or for different 

sets of customers. 

Like most salesmen, I receive a fixed salary plus commission on the 

quantity I sell. I’m also set a quarterly sales quota that I’m expected to 

meet, as part of the company’s annual marketing plan. 

 

7. Complete the following sentences to summarize the text above. 

(1) The job of a sales rep is … . 

(2) As sales reps are an important source of information new product 

ideas come … . 

(3) The main tasks of sales reps are … . 

(4) Most firms use personal selling carefully because it is … . 

(5) According to new marketing concept sales reps must think about … . 

(6) They also must be capable to give … . 

(7) To establish personal contacts and not to travel very much each sales 

rep represents … . 

(8) Companies with diversified products or customers have … . 

(9) Sales reps are usually paid … . 
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  Reading 3 

8. Six reasons of price reduction are referred to in the following text. 

Which are they? 

(1) --------------------- (3) --------------------- (5) ---------------------- 

(2) --------------------- (4) ---------------------- (6) ---------------------- 

 

SALES PROMOTIONS 

Sales promotions such as free samples, price reductions, redeemable 

coupons, and competitions are short-term tactics designed to stimulate ei-

ther earlier or stronger sales of a product. Free samples, for example, com-

bining with extensive advertising, may generate the initial trials of a newly 

launched product. Price reductions or redeemable coupons can be used to 

attract price conscious brand-switchers to try a mature brand, or to re-

ward regular users for their brand loyalty and to maintain market share. 

But brand-switchers being brand-switchers, sales promotions are only like-

ly to produce a short-term response, unless the brand has good qualities 

that non-brand users did not know about. 

Apart from attracting new users, price cuts in supermarkets can be 

used to counter a promotion by a competitor, or to sell excessive invento-

ries, while the company reduces production. Retailers rather than manufac-

turers, also often regularly reduce the prices of specific items as loss lead-

er, which bring customers into the shop where they will also buy other 

goods. Manufacturers’ sales promotions are generally temporary, lasting 

the average length of the purchasing cycle, because a product on offer too 

often appears to be cheap and therefore of low quality, which can serious-

ly damage its brand image. 

Sales promotions can also be used to encourage distributors and 

dealers to stock new items or larger volumes, or to encourage off-season 

buying. Companies can aim promotions at their own sales force, encour-

aging them to sell a new product or model, or to increase their activities in 

selling an existing one. 

Sales promotions can also be used in the business market, by suppliers 

of components and supplies, for example. Yet industrial buyers are generally 

more interested in high quality and reliable delivery; unlike brand-switchers 

they tend not to be attracted by occasional price reductions. 
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9. Make a list of differences which distinguish common sales promotion 

from manufacturers’ sales promotion. 

 

 Vocabulary focus 

10. Match up the following collocations. 

1. to attract                                  a. a competitor’s promotion 

2. to counter                                b. a price reduction 

3. to maintain                              c. a new product  

4. to offer                                    d. customers 

5. to stimulate                             e. market share    

6. to try out                                 f. sales 

 

11. Match the terms on the left with the definitions on the right. 

1. brand-switcher               a) a certificate offering consumers a price re-

duction on a particular product 

2. brand image b) a consumer who shows no loyalty to a par-

ticular brand, but changes among competing 

products 

3. brand loyalty                  c) a popular product sold with no profit, in or-

der to  attract customers to a store 

4. free sample                     d) a small amount of a new product given to 

consumers to encourage them to try it 

5. industrial buyer e) someone who purchases goods or services 

that will be used in the production or supply 

of other goods or services 

6. initial trial                        f) strongly influenced by the price when buying 

goods or services 

7. loss leader                        g) the average length of time between a con-

sumer’s repeat purchases of the same product 

8. price-conscious                 h) the commitment of consumers to a particular 

brand 

9. purchasing cycle                i) the first time a consumer buys a product to 

see what it’s like 

10. edeemable coupon j) the public’s beliefs and perceptions about a  

particular product                                             
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12. Classify the following 28 terms into four groups, according to which of 

the four major communications or promotional tools they belong to. 

annual reports lobbying 

billboards or hoardings mailing 

brochures or booklets packaging 

catalogues point-of-purchase displays 

commercials posters 

community relations price reductions 

company publications print ads 

competitions and contests sales presentations 

couponing sales reps 

demonstrations samples 

donations to charity sponsorship 

free gifts symbols and logos 

free trials telemarketing 

leaflets trade fairs and shows 

 

Advertising 

 (11) 

Public Relations 

(6) 

Sales Promotion 

(7) 

Personal Selling 

(4) 

  Language focus 

We use the first conditional when we think the expected outcome of a 

situation is very likely. 

If we increase sales, we’ll make a profit. 

If we delay, we’ll be too late. 

We use the second conditional when the outcome is less certain or is 

imaginary. 

If we reduced our costs, we’d be in a stronger position. 

If we increased our spending, we’d be in serious financial difficulties. 

The third conditional is used to speculate about consequences of 

events that   happened or began to happen in the past. 

 If I had known the work was going to take so long, I wouldn’t have 

started it before the weekend.  

If there hadn’t been a spelling mistake in the letter of credit, the order 

would have arrived on time 
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13. Complete the sentences with ‘ll, ‘d, won’t, or wouldn’t. 

a. If I were you, I …….. look for a more reliable supplier. 

b. I’m sure we … get this contract unless we offer a lower price. 

c. We … have to look for another supplier if you were able to dispatch 

immediately. 

d. If you can’t deliver this week, we …have to turn to another supplier. 

e. I think that if you offer them some concessions they … do the same. 

f. If you didn’t offer such good terms, we … do business with you. 

g. What discount … you offer us if we decided to spend 1 million with 

you? 

h. If we improved the payment terms, … you consider buying from us? 

i. If we join an association of producers, we  … get a better price for 

our product. 

 

14. Match these sentences halves. 

1. If you hadn’t improved 

your delivery terms 

a) ... we’d offer a 5% cash discount 

2. If you gave us a discount 

of 10 % 

b) ... we would have closed your account 

3. If your payment is over-

due 

c) ... we would place a firm order 

4. If they had made a lower 

bid last month 

d) ... we would have accepted it imme-

diately 

5. If I had foreseen the ex-

tent of the damage 

e) ... we would have found a new supplier 

6. If you paid late f) ... we’ll offer a 5 % cash discount 

7. If they pay within 30 days g) ... we would have checked all our in-

surance policies 

8. If your payment had been 

overdue 

h) ... we’d have to close your account 

9. If they bothered to pay 

promptly 

i) ... we’ll have to close your account 
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Listening 

15. You will hear Jogishwar Singh explaining the promotional strategies 

for the trial launch of Fresh Fries, a fast food product that will be sold 

in vending machines. 

Look at the phrases below. Which of these topics are mentioned in the 

interview? 

1) free advertising on television 

2) publicity in newspapers 

3) publicity on television 

4) giving away the fries for free for a trial period 

5) letting vending-machine operators have a free trial 

6) paid advertising 

7) the colour of the machines 

8) the fact that this is a novel product 

9) the price of the product 

10) the size and  shape of the machines 

11) the unique taste of the product 

12) where the machines are situated 

 

INTERVIEWER: How do you expect potential customers to become 

aware of Fresh Fries? Are they just going to walk down 

the street and see these machines? 

J. SINGH :           That is correct. You know the machines will be painted? 

As you can see from the picture, in very bright fast-

food colours, which is red and yellow. I’m sure you 

have really to make an effort in order to miss such a 

machine if it is placed on the path around which you 

will be, and you know we will place many of them, 

even the test machines, we will put them in and around 

Piccadilly Circus, so I’m sure people will notice them.   

INTERVIEWER: So the location is important? 

J. SINGH:             It is important, yes. 

INTERVIEWER: Advertising and publicity would be really secondary, or … 
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J. SINGH:           Well, I wouldn’t say it’s secondary, but I think it is more 

important, you know, that once … we are not really 

launching a media blitz until our test machines are out, 

and we have digested the lessons from the first series of 

25 machines. Then, we’ve been talking to some televi-

sion chains, you know, who are very much interested in 

the product, and they are, they have already confirmed 

to us that they are willing to make short programmes 

that they will broadcast on their business news. Now 

that is all free publicity for us, you know. We are 

counting on the novelty of the product to get us free 

time on television, and so that we can concentrate… 

We will also have paid advertising, but you know, ac-

cording to our experts, the best advertising we can get 

is to get people to taste the fries, so we prefer to give 

these machine free for three months for trial, so you 

know, the operator gets them free for three months, and 

I think that is a much better advertising strategy. 

INTERVIEWER:  Absolutely. Your publicity strategy got me here. I saw 

you on the front page of a newspaper … 

J. SINGH:           Which incidentally, I didn’t tell the newspaper to put our 

picture … 

 

  Follow-up 

16. Imagine that you are  responsible for promoting one of the following: 

 a new up-market health and fitness club 

 a new brand of jeans, manufactured by a new (and therefore un-

known) company  

 a new, fashionable but inexpensive range of quartz watches 

 potatoes, to be sold in supermarkets 

 a new taxi company in your town 

Decide exactly what your product is, what is special about it, and 

which tools you would use to promote it. Imagine that you have a gen-

erous budget, and are thus able to employ several different tactics.  
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  Essential words and expressions 

To aim at   быть нацеленным, направленным на 

To allocate                                    распределять, выделять 

Apart from                                    кроме, сверх 

To appear                                      оказываться 

To arouse                                       вызывать 

To attract                                       привлекать 

Awareness   осведомлённость, информированность 

A billboard                                    доска для объявлений 

A brief                                           краткое изложение 

Cheap     дешёвый 

To close a deal                               закрывать, ликвидировать сделку 

To collaborate                                сотрудничать 

A commercial                                 рекламный ролик на радио или телеви-

дении 

Community relations 

program     

  программа по налаживанию отношений 

с общиной (с местными жителями) 

Complement   дополнение 

Components   комплектующие изделия 

Conventionally   условно, обычно 

To counter                                       противодействовать, противостоять 

(To) desire                                       желать, желание 

Delivery     доставка 

To draw attention to                        привлекать внимание к чему-либо 

To expose to                                    подвергать чему-либо 

Extremely   чрезвычайно 

To generate                                      вызывать, создавать, порождать 

To hire                                             нанимать 

A hoarding                                      рекламный щит 

(To) impact                                     влиять, влияние 

Institutional advertising                  престижная реклама, рекламирование 

достоинств компании 

A leaflet                                          тонкая рекламная брошюра 

Loss leader                                   товар, продаваемый в убыток для при-

влечения покупателей 

To maintain                                      сохранять, поддерживать 
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Marketing communica-

tions mix    

  комплекс средств по продвижению то-

варов  на рынок 

(To) mention                                    упоминать, упоминание 

To neglect                                         пренебрегать 

News stories                                      реклама в печати, рекламный газетный 

материал 

Notably   особенно, исключительно, значительно 

Occasional     случайный, редкий 

To occur                                             иметь место, происходить 

Off-season buying                              внесезонная покупка 

Point-of-purchase dis-

play                 

  реклама на месте продажи 

A poster                                               постер, рекламный плакат   

Price-conscious brand 

switchers       

  покупатели, не приверженные одной 

торговой марке, а обращающие внима-

ние  на более низкие цены 

To prospect for                                    искать 

Public relations                                    престижная реклама, общественное  

мнение 

Publicity   реклама и пропаганда 

Redeemable coupons                           купоны, подлежащие возмещению, по-

гашению 

Reliable   надёжный 

To rely on                                              полагаться на 

To remind                                              напоминать 

Response     ответная реакция 

To reward                                              поощрить, вознаградить 

To set up                                                создать, организовать 

Sales promotion                                     стимулирование сбыта (реклама в ме-

стах  продажи, бесплатные образцы то-

варов, рекламные призы, купоны и т.п.) 

Sparingly   экономно, бережливо, умеренно    

A statement                                             изложение, перечень, отчёт    

To stock                                                  запасать, хранить 
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Supplies   предметы материально-технического                                                            

снабжения 

A trouble                                                 проблема 

Unlike   в отличие от    

Via      через    

 

 

 

Unit IX 

CAREERS IN MARKETING 

Preview 

1. Discuss the following questions. 

1. What do you think makes a good marketing manager? 

2. What four of the following qualities do you think are the most im-

portant? 

a) being decisive: able to make quick decisions 

b) being efficient: doing things quickly, not leaving tasks unfinished, 

having a tidy desk, and so on 

c) being friendly and sociable 

d) being able to communicate with people 

e) being logical, rational and analytical 

f) being able to motivate and inspire and lead people 

g) being competent: knowing one’s job perfectly, as well as the work 

of one’s subordinates 

h) being persuasive: able to convince people to do things 

i) having good ideas 

j) being highly educated and knowing a lot about the world 

k) being prepared to work 50 to 60 hours a week 

l) wanting to make a lot of money 

3. Which of these qualities can be acquired? Which must you be born 

with? 

4.  What kind of marketing area would you like to be engaged in? 

5. What are your career expectations?  
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 Vocabulary focus 

2. Which of these words would you use to describe yourself in a work or 

study situation? Add any other useful words. 

motivated confident reliable proud 

dedicated loyal determined charismatic 

honest adaptable resourceful meticulous 

 

3. Insert the following words in the gaps in the text below. 

applicant job description employment agencies 

CV or resume application form references 

interview job vacancies candidate 

application apply short-listed 

 

Many people looking for work read the (1) … advertised by compa-

nies and (2)   …in newspapers or on the internet. To reply to an advertise-

ment is to (3) … for a job. You become a (4) … or an (5) … . You write an 

(6) …, or fill in the company’s (7) …  and send it, along with your (8) …  

and a covering letter. You often have to give the names of two people who 

are prepared to write (9) … for you. If your qualifications and abilities 

match the (10) …, you might be (11) …, i.e. selected to attend an (12) … . 

 

  Reading 1 

4. Read the text and tell what common qualities and skills are required to 

occupy the positions mentioned in the text. 

 

CAREERS IN MARKETING 

Marketing is the cutting edge of every business, the point of contact 

between the firm and its customers. Without a product that meets custom-

ers’ needs at a price that they are willing to pay, and without the skill to 

bring the product to customers’ attention and persuade them to buy it, no 

business can survive. 

Marketing management’s job is to field effective marketing pro-

grams which will give the company a strong competitive advantage in its 

target markets. This involves four key marketing management functions – 

analysis, planning, implementation, and control. 
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Marketing analysis and planning involve examining the company’s 

markets and marketing environment to find attractive opportunities, then 

deciding on marketing strategies that will help the company attain its over-

all strategic objective. Good marketing analysis and planning are only a 

start toward successful company performance – the marketing plans must 

also be implemented well. Designing good marketing strategies is often 

easier than putting them in action. 

People at all levels of the marketing system must work together to 

implement marketing strategies and plans. People in marketing must work 

closely with people in finance, purchasing, manufacturing, and other com-

pany departments. And many outside people and organizations must help 

with implementation – suppliers, sellers, advertising agencies, research 

firms, advertising media. 

The company needs control procedures to make sure that its objec-

tives will be achieved. Companies want to make sure that they are achiev-

ing the sales, the profits, and other goals set in their annual plans. This in-

volves measuring ongoing market performance, determining the causes of 

any serious gaps in performance, and determining the best corrective ac-

tion to close the gaps. Corrective action may call for improving the ways in 
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which the plan is being implemented, or may even require changing the 

goals. Young people often find themselves attracted to marketing as a ca-

reer because of the creative challenge it poses. The field is so diverse, 

however, that selecting a specific career goal presents a dilemma. Market-

ing is now being used not only for products, but also for services, and not 

only by for-profit companies, but also by nonprofit and government organ-

izations. 

Since career goals represent long-term planning emphasis will be 

made on those positions that can lead to the executive suite. The percent-

age of CEOs from marketing is higher than that of any other group. As 

competition heats up, companies tend to turn to marketers for leadership. 

There are different types of marketing positions to suit a variety of 

skills and preferences. The typical marketing positions are brand and prod-

uct manager, advertising manager, sales promotion manager, public rela-

tions manager, physical distribution manager, store manager, market re-

search manager and retail buyer, etc. 

Those who want to make a career in marketing must learn a wide 

range of skills. These include skills in communicating and making presen-

tations, listening, managing time, persuading, and following up on com-

mitments. 

Graduate degree is required for many specialized positions. University 

study should emphasize statistics, oral and written communication, psycholo-

gy, sociology, and economics, behavioral sciences as well as general business 

and marketing courses. A strong background in computers is helpful as well. 
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The broader role of marketing includes business-to-business, interna-

tional, service, and non-for-profit marketing in both the manufacturing and 

distribution sectors. It also recognizes the social responsibilities of the 

marketing firm to ensure product safety, product quality, and adequate en-

vironmental protection. 

 

5.  Answer the following questions. 

1) What department do you study at? 

2) What subjects relating to your future career do you study? 

3) Have you had any experience in sales or in other marketing area be-

fore entering this department? 

4) Why the percentage of CEO from marketing is higher than that of 

any other group? 

5) Do you think the University degree is necessary for working in all 

marketing areas and for all marketing positions? 

6) What are the main functions of marketing managers? 

7) What skills are the most important for work in marketing area? 

8) Why do companies need control procedures? 

9) What do they include? 

10) What social responsibilities must marketing people bear? 

 

  Reading 2 

6. The extracts below describe 8 marketing positions. Read the extracts 

and match each position to the job title. 

Advertising account executive               Sales promotion manager 

Retail buyer                                           Public relations manager 

Brand and product manager                  Market research manager 

Physical distribution manager              Store (retailing) manager 

1. These marketing people plan, direct, and control business and mar-

keting efforts for their products. They are concerned with research and de-

velopment, packaging, manufacturing, sales and distribution, advertising, 

promotion, market research, and business analysis and forecasting. 

2. These managers are the interface between the agency and the client. 

They have to interpret the clients’ objectives to the agency’s creative group 

and sell the creative group’s strategy for meeting those objectives to the 

client. Once a campaign has been agreed upon, these managers must coor-

dinate the actions of the media and the production people to implement it.  
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3. This manager is someone who is engaged in developing and execut-

ing short-term incentives such as sweepstakes, coupons, and premiums to 

augment the other promotional efforts of the firm. He or she will interface 

with clients so as to communicate the promotion to the purchaser. This po-

sition is usually found in the area of consumer products. 

4. These managers deal with the company’s image rather than with its 

products. They may handle press, community, or consumer relations, polit-

ical campaigning, interest-group representation, or fund raising. In addition 

to telling their employer’s story, these managers must understand the atti-

tudes and concerns of customers, employees, and various other “publics” 

with which their organization comes into contact. They also arrange and 

conduct programs in which company officials come into direct contact 

with the public, such as speeches and press interviews. Perhaps their most 

important role is to overcome any negative publicity that may accrue to the 

company.  

5. These marketing people manage both people and resources. The re-

sponsibilities include determining the number, location, and type of ware-

houses necessary, the method of inventory management, and the appropri-

ate transportation and order-processing methods, as well as interacting with 

all of the other functions to make sure that they are coordinated with phys-

ical distribution. 

6. One of the prime responsibilities of this manager is in the personnel 

area, making sure the company has adequate numbers of people, properly 

trained, and that the labor costs are in line. The performance of this man-

ager is measured by the profit contribution that the store makes, and the la-

bor is the cost that the manager has the most control over. He or she must 

also be sure that the store has the proper amount of inventory and that it is 

displayed properly. 

7. These marketing people study the wants and needs of the buying 

public. They plan, design, and implement surveys and test marketing cam-

paigns. They are called upon when problems arise. After studying the situ-

ation, they might recommend more advertising, redesign of the product, or 

concentration on other markets where consumers are more inclined to buy 

the firm’s product. 

8. These marketing people seek goods that will satisfy their store’s cus-

tomers and can be sold at a profit. They learn about available goods from 
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trade shows, in manufacturers’ showrooms, and from wholesale and manu-

facturers’ sales workers. They must be skilled at assessing the retail price 

at which their store will be able to sell the goods they buy. They must 

know the needs of their customers and must be good judges of quality and 

style. 

 

7. After reading about different positions in marketing do you think you 

have the right skills and qualities to be a marketing manager? Can you 

tell what marketing area mostly appeals to you? And why? 

 

 Listening 

8. You will hear part of an interview with Steve Moody, the manager of 

the Marks&Spenser store in Cambridge, England. What do you know 

about Marks&Spenser? What do they sell? 

Listen to the first part of the recording, in which Steve Moody de-

scribes the role and responsibilities of a store manager. Which of the 

following tasks is he responsible for? 

o designing the store and its lay-

out 

o running 40 out of 280 stores 

o displaying the merchandise o motivating staff 

o employing the sales staff o organizing the day-to-day logis-

tics 

o ensuring the safety of staff and 

customers 

o pricing the merchandise 

o establishing the company’s 

principles 

o maintaining a pleasant working 

environment 

o getting commitment from the 

staff 

o electing merchandise 

o increasing profits o supervising the day-to-day run-

ning of the store 

 o training staff 

Steve Moody:  So, as a store manager in Cambridge, which is probably the 

fortieth largest of the 280 stores we have got, I am responsible for the day-

to-day running of the store. All the product is delivered to me in 

presdecribed quantities, and obviously I’m responsible for displaying that 

merchandise to its best advantages, obviously I’m responsible for employ-
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ing the staff to actually sell that merchandise, and organizing the day-to-

day logistics of the operation. Much more running stores is about the day-

to-day operation, and ensuring that that’s safe, and obviously because of 

the two hundred people that we would normally have working here it’s en-

suring that they are well trained,    that they are well motivated, and that 

the environment they work in is a pleasant one, that they are treated with 

respect, and that they are committed to the company’s principles. 

 

Listen to the second part of the recording, and answer these questions. 

1. Why are Marks&Spenser’s store managers limited in giving accounta-

bility to their staff and delegating responsibilities? 

2. What do they concentrate instead? 

Interviewer: How much freedom do those people have within their jobs 

to make  decisions themselves? How much delegation is 

there of responsibility down the chain? 

Steve Moody: We would, as a business, like to encourage as much re-

sponsibility and delegation as possible. Of course that does 

depend on the abilities of the individuals, the environment 

in which you’re working, and the time of year. With 282 

stores we have a corporate appearance in the United King-

dom’s  high streets. It is quite important that when custom-

ers come into …….Marks&Spencer’s Cambridge they get 

the same appearance and type  of  looking store and the 

same level of service that they would expect if they 

……went into Marks&Spencer’s Edinburgh in Scotland, 

for example, and it’s very important that we have a corpo-

rate statement that customers understand. So, there are ob-

viously parameters and disciplines that, you know, not only 

the staff but supervision and management would follow. 

Within that, in terms of development and training, training 

is obviously an investment for all staff. If staff are trained 

to do their job well and they understand it, they will feel 

confident in what they’re doing, that in turn will give a bet-

ter service to the customers, obviously from Marks& Spen-

cer’s point of view it could well lead to increased sales. 
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  Reading 3 

9. Here is some advice to follow before, during and after your interviews. 

Read these advice and highlight the most important of them from 

your point of view. 

Before the interview 

1. Interviewers have extremely diverse styles – the tough probing why, 

why, why style; the interrogation style of question after question; 

let’s-get-to know-each-other style, and many others. Be ready for an-

ything. 

2. Practice being interviewed with a friend and ask for a critique. 

3.  Prepare to ask at least five good questions that are not readily an-

swered in the company literature. 

4. Anticipate possible interview questions and prepare good answers 

ahead of time. 

5. Avoid back-to-back interviews – they can be exhausting. 

6. Dress conservatively and tastefully for the interview. Be neat and 

clean. 

7. Arrive about ten minutes early to collect your thoughts before the in-

terview. Check your name on the interview schedule, noting the 

name of the interviewer and the room number. 

8. Review the major points you intend to cover. 

 

During the interview 

1. Give a firm handshake when greeting the interviewer. Introduce 

yourself using the same form the interviewer uses. Make a good ini-

tial impression. 

2. Retain your poise. Relax. Smile occasionally. Be enthusiastic 

throughout the interview. 

3. Good eye contact, good posture, and distinct speech are musts. Don’t 

clasp your hands or fiddle with jewelry, hair, or clothing. Sit com-

fortably in your chair. Do not smoke if asked. 

4. Have extra copies of your resume with you. 

5. Have your story down pat. Present your selling points. Answer ques-

tions directly. Avoid one-word answers but don’t be wordy. 
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6. Most times, let the interviewer take the initiative, but don’t be pas-

sive. Find good opportunities to direct the conversation to things you 

want the interviewer to hear. 

7. To end on a high note, the latter part of the interview is the best time 

to make your most important point or to ask pertinent questions. 

8. Don’t be afraid to “close”. You might say, ‘I’m very interested in the 

position and I have enjoyed the interview”. 

9. Obtain the interviewer’s business card or address and phone number 

so that you can follow up later. 

 

After the interview 

1. After leaving the interview, record the key points that arose. Be sure 

to record who is to follow up on the interview, and when a decision 

can be expected. 

2.  Objectively analyze the interview with regard to questions asked, 

answers given, your overall interview presentation, and the inter-

viewer’s response to specific points. 

3. Send a thank-you letter mentioning any additional items pertinent to 

your application and your willingness to supply further information. 

4. If you do not hear within the time specified, write or call the inter-

viewer to determine your status. 

 

  Speaking 1 

10. It would be wise to think of all possible questions asked during the 

job interview and prepare your answers beforehand. The questions 

given below will give you an idea of what the interviewers usually 

want to find out. Put the questions in the order you would ask them 

if you were an interviewer and then answer them. 

1. Why did you leave your last job? 

2. Tell me about your family. 

3. What things about this job do you think would be difficult for you? 

4. Do you have any experience in this type of work? 

5. What do you like doing in your spare time? 

6. Why have you applied for this kind of job? 
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7. Why do you think you can handle this job? (Why should we consider 

you for this position?) 

8. What are your future career plans? 

9. How well did you get on with your previous bosses? 

10. What hours are you available for work? 

11. Are you energetic? 

12. Why would you like to work for this company? 

13. What are your personal strengths? 

14. Are you looking for a temporary or a permanent job? 

15. Tell me about your experience. 

16. What salary do you expect? 

17. Have you had any serious illness or injury?  

18. Do you prefer to work with others or by yourself? 

19. What hobbies do you have? 

20. Are you willing to work anywhere your company sends you? 

21. Are you willing to work overtime? 

22. What are your personal weaknesses? 

23. What do you expect to get from this firm? 

24. What would you make happy with this job? 

25. Do you consider yourself to be a leader or a follower? 

 

11. Job Interview. 

Student A is going to be interviewed for the job for some marketing 

manager. Explain your motives for applying for this position. Make a 

list of your good points and be prepared to sell yourself at the inter-

view. Think of the questions the interviewer will ask you and questions 

you will want to ask the interviewer. 

Student B is an interviewer. Prepare the list of questions to ask the in-

terviewee. Give him marks out of ten in each of the four areas. 

Skills -------------------- 

Experience -------------- 

Personality -------------- 

Expectations ------------ 
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Writing 1 

12. Study the following Curriculum vitae and then write your own CV. 

Curriculum vitae 

YOUR NAME 

Your address                                                                Your phone number 

                                                                                   Your e-mail address 

                                                                                   Your date of birth 

e.g. 11 January 1980 

OBJECTIVE: e.g. A job in international marketing; A traineeship in 

trading; Marketing assistant; Account manager; Financial analyst. 

WORK EXPERIENCE or PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

Give dates (months or years) and name the employer(s). Put the most re-

cent first. Be specific about your duties if they have any relevance to a 

business career, e.g. 

Summer 2002, Office Assistant, Book Antiqua Ltd, New Jersey. 

The job involved file maintenance, data entry, word processing, proof- 

reading, customer service, and other clerical and administrative tasks. 

EDUCATION or QUALIFICATIONS: 

List this in reverse order, e.g. 

2008 ‒ 2009 Master’s Degree in International management, Bigtown Uni-

versity, Bigtown (expected date of completion July 2002) 

2005 ‒ 2008 Degree in Business Administration, majoring in Finance/ 

Marketing, etc. (sometimes called a Bachelor’s Degree) 

An English translation of your institution might be Faculty or School of 

Business Administration and Economics. 

Between 14 and 18 or 19 years old you probably attended what is trans-

lated as a High School or a Secondary School, where you probably ob-

tained the equivalent of a High School Certificate. Your primary educa-

tion is probably not important. 

COMPUTER SKILLS: e.g. 

Working knowledge of Microsoft Office, Word, Excel, Powerpoint, and 

internet software. 

LANGUAGES: e.g. 

French (mother tongue), good knowledge of German and English, ele-

mentary knowledge of Spanish. (Not ‘knowledges’ with “s”) 

Or: Fluent in Spanish and English, some knowledge of French and Italian.  
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HOBIES AND INTERESTS: e.g. 

Underwater skiing, synchronized sewing, deep-sea football, long-
distance cooking, cross-country swimming … 

It is preferable to list hobbies that demonstrate qualities that are relevant 
to the job you are seeking. 

REFERENCES [OR TESTIMONIALS (US)]: 
The names and addresses and (phone numbers, fax numbers, or e-mail 

addresses) of two referees are often required. 

 

  Speaking 2 

13. Look at this job ad: what would be its attractions – what might be its 

drawbacks? 

ACME Atlantic are a well-known and respected trading company. 
We handle imports directly from manufacturers in 35 different 

countries, often to our own specifications, and currently export 
to 46 different countries worldwide. 
      We are looking for enthusiastic people to work in our office 
in Bermuda on temporary 3-, 6- and 9-month contracts. Appli-
cants must be able to speak and write at least one foreign lan-
guage fluently and can be nationals of any country. 
      Experience in import/export will be an advantage, but as spe-
cial training will be available this is not essential. The main re-
quirements are a willingness to work as a member of a team, to 
cope with pressure, to use the telephone in a foreign language 
and in English and to be prepared occasionally to work long hours 
when necessary. 
      There are several posts available and long-term prospects 
are good, though initially all successful applicants will be con-
tracted for a maximum of 9 months. 
      The salary we will offer is excellent. We will pay for your re-
turn air fare and provide adequate accommodation at a nominal 
rate. 
Please apply in your own handwriting, enclosing your resume, to 
Charles Fox, European Sales Office, ACME Atlantic Ltd., 45 Pen-
tonville Road, London EC2 4AC. 
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14. In most parts of the world while applying for a job, it’s common to 

submit a typed CV or resume. This usually accompanies a letter of ap-

plication, which in some countries is expected to be handwritten. The 

letter should present the following information: 

 the job you are applying for and how you found out about it; 

 your reasons for believing you would be a good person for the job or 

company; 

 when and how you will follow up (for example, early next week, by 

telephone); 

 the fact you are enclosing your resume, which indicates where you 

can be reached. 

Look at this application letter from the applicant for the job. In what 

ways does Aurthur Dent seem suitable (unsuitable) for the job? 

 

Dear Mr. Fox,  

Work in Bermuda 

I noticed with interest your advertisement in today’s Daly Planet. 

      You will see from enclosed CV that I have three years experience in 

marketing. My responsibilities  have included all types of administrative 

work, product development, arranging and attending presentations, 

working with clients and solving problems that arise. 

      Although I have an excellent relationship with my present employers, 

I feel that my prospects with them are limited and that there would be 

more scope for my talents with a larger, more dynamic company. 

      If you consider my qualifications and experience are suitable, I 

should be available for interview at any time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Authur Dent 

 

 Writing 2 

15. Imagine that you want to apply for the job. Draft an application let-

ter, following these guidelines: 

1. Introduce yourself: name, age, nationality, etc. 

2. State where you are available. 

3. Describe your relevant experience – or justify your lack of experience. 
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4. Describe your skills in your own language, English or other languages. 

5. Describe how you meet the requirements of the job. 

6. Say when you’re available for interview.     

 

USEFUL LANGUAGE 

I would like to apply for the position of …….. in your company. 

 

I am sure my experience in ………… would make a direct contribution to 

…….. . 

Since my present position offers little prospect for advancement (person-

al development) I would prefer to be employed in an expanding (innova-

tive, large) organization such as yours. 

 

If my background and qualifications are of interest to you, please tele-

phone me at ……… . 

 

Your company would have a great deal to gain from employing me. 

 

I am absolutely convinced that this makes me suitable for position in in-

ternational marketing (market research). 

 

My four years of sales manager experience have given me a background 

that would seem ideal for the position opening of sales manager in your 

firm. 

 

 Essential words and expressions 

An account   клиент рекламного агентства 

Account executive   руководитель рабочей группы клиента 

Advertising account  

executive 

  менеджер по работе с клиентами  

рекламного агентства 

To accrue   увеличиваться, накапливаться,  

нарастать (о процентах) 

To assess   оценивать 

To augment   увеличивать, прибавлять 

To be in line 

 

  в соответствии, укладываться  

в бюджет 
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Brand and product 

manager 

  руководитель, ответственный за кон-

струирование, производство и реали-

зацию изделия 

To call upon 

 

  обращаться, призывать, востребовать 

A copywriter   составитель текстов рекламных  

объявлений 

Executive suite   команда руководителей 

To field   внедрять, обрабатывать 

To follow up on com-

mitment 

  добиваться обязательств со стороны 

клиентов 

Fund raising   получение денег 

To handle   иметь дело с, договориться, управлять, 

регулировать, обслуживать 

To interface   взаимодействовать 

A judge   эксперт 

Gap   дефицит, нехватка, разрыв, расхождение 

Manufacturer’s sales 

worker 

  работник сбыта предприятия 

Meticulous   мелочный, дотошный 

To overcome   преодолеть 

A physical distribution 

manager 

  ответственный за распространение  

товара 

To pose   ставить (вопрос, задачу), предлагать 

Profit contribution   отчисление прибыли 

A purchasing agent   работник отдела снабжения 

A retail buyer   розничный закупщик 

A retail sales worker   работник розничной торговли 

A sales promotion  

manager 

  руководитель отдела сбыта и рекламы 

Script   текст рекламы 

Sweepstakes   лотерея 

A wholesales sales 

worker 

  работник оптовой торговли 
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ЗАКЛЮЧЕНИЕ 

Данное учебное пособие предназначено для студентов вузов эко-

номической направленности, обучающихся по направлению «Ме-

неджмент» программы подготовки «Маркетинг». Тематика разделов-

уроков посвящена актуальным проблемам и ключевым понятиям 

маркетинга, его роли в деятельности компаний любого типа органи-

зации и его влиянию на развитие экономики и социальной жизни об-

щества в целом. Тематика текстов также позволяет ознакомить сту-

дентов с основными принципами международной торговли и вакан-

сиями в данной области деятельности на английском языке. Каждый 

из разделов-уроков включает англо-русский словарь по определённой 

тематике, а также разработанные задания и упражнения, позволяю-

щие закрепить лексику урока и отработать навыки перевода текстов с 

русского на английский, расширить активный и пассивный запасы 

терминологической лексики, тренировать на материале специальной 

литературы грамматические конструкции. Задания и упражнения 

также предназначены для детальной отработки отдельных элементов 

текста, синонимии, многозначности слов и т.д. 

Данное пособие ориентировано на практическое использование 

иностранного языка в сфере делового общения. При этом очевидна 

целесообразность комплексного подхода, при котором изучение лек-

сико-грамматического  материала проходит параллельно с развитием 

знаний и навыков профессионально ориентированного общения. 

В пособии реализуется системный подход к развитию коммуни-

кативных навыков и умений, необходимых для общения в реальных 

жизненных ситуациях, с помощью последних достижений теории и 

практики преподавания английского языка. 

Принцип сопоставительного изучения языков – русского и ино-

странного, реализованный в учебном пособии, формирует лингвост-

рановедческие знания, способствующие расширению контактов с 

людьми другой культуры, тем самым ‒ пространства личности. 
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